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This thesis covers contributions to the field of electromagnetic metamaterials, a
broad, dynamic area that has produced a considerable array of new phenomena and is
now looking to the prospect of tuning and switching the characteristics of novel
materials and surfaces, using many means including thermal and electromagnetic
excitation, in order to extend their usefulness and to enable their application in
practical devices. In particular, this work develops materials that allow
electromagnetic and thermal control of material optical properties and methods that
facilitate the use of metasurface physics on macroscopic scales.
The reversible photoconductivity effect produced by phase coexistence in an
elemental metal has been enhanced in a metamaterial for the first time. A gap
plasmon absorber type metasurface was developed to enhance the photoconductivity of
a gallium metal interface under near infrared illumination, achieving an order of
magnitude increase in the strength of the phenomenon in a pump-probe experiment.
The enhanced nonlinearity displayed at the pump wavelength of 1310nm corresponds
to an effective nonlinear dielectric susceptibility χ(3) of greater than 1 × 10−8 m3 V−2 .
Competing descriptions of the mechanism behind the reversible photoconductivity
effect in elemental gallium, including an analytic model based on heat transfer, a
non-thermal model of light-induced excitation, full finite element simulation and a
novel cellular automaton method have been implemented and compared. These models
have been adapted and applied to the metasurface-enhanced interface for the
enhancement of the effect. It was found that an exclusively thermodynamic theoretical
treatment of laser heating is insufficient to explain the magnitude of the observed
excitation and hence an additional possibly non-thermal photoexcited mechanism must
contribute.
Processing methods were developed for the testing of nano-imprint metamaterial
manufacturing with liquid metals under controlled environmental conditions, using a
custom-built pressure controlled processing chamber. Using this methodology a
feasibility study of the production of a nanoimprinted liquid metal photonic structure
was conducted, successfully demonstrating the infiltration of nanoscale gratings of
period 600nm with liquid gallium and optical switching of the resulting composite
interface.
The templated deposition of ordered arrays of gallium nanoparticles on structured
substrates has been demonstrated for the first time. Bulk gallium was thermally
evaporated onto substrates structured with gratings and checkerboard-type patterns of
period 200 to 1600 nm. Fourier and image analysis of the produced ordering shows a
pronounced tendency for the nanoparticle growth to align with the substrate patterns
in both positional frequency and diameter. Such ordered arrays of metallic particles
could form an active medium as a component of a plasmonic metamaterial.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Photonics is, as traditionally understood, the study of light as a quantum entity
and its emission, transmission and extinction in technologies including lasers,
optical fibres and sensors. Light is one of the most fundamental and most
well-understood phenomena in existence, with its electromagnetic origins, physical
properties and its interaction with diverse media mapped out with precision and
accuracy. Over the last decade this field has been blown open with new possibilities
enabled by metamaterials, but the fundamental physics remains the same.
Materials science is a much broader field, encompassing theories describing
material properties from mechanical deformation and ferromagnetism through
nuclear magnetic resonance and topological insulators to superconductivity. Like
photonics its understanding is heavily derived from fundamental physics, but it is
diversified with a much greater portion of empirical chemical data.
In this thesis entitled “Gallium Phase Change as a Mechanism for Resonance
Tuning in Photonic Nanostructures”, the author investigates a confluence between
these two fields: the study of how nanophotonic structures interact with the
light-induced phase dynamics of a gallium surface. This is considered in this work
primarily from the point of view of its status as a metamaterial and a nonlinear
system. This chapter endeavours to define these and other necessary concepts in
order to ground the work in the context in which it was conducted and give an
overview of the thesis as a whole. Electromagnetic (EM) metamaterials are
designed materials engineered to display EM wave response functions not seen in
nature by combining and manipulating the structure of conventional materials in
unconventional ways. The study of electromagnetic metamaterials has over the past
decade become an important topic of research. Such materials have been shown to
act as perfect wave absorbers,1–3 thin and negative index lenses which enable the
anomalous refraction of light,4, 5 invisibility cloaks6 and ’rainbow traps’,7 among
many other examples. Nonlinearity may be simply described as a non-linear
relationship between the inputs and outputs of a system, hence nonlinear optics
describes systems for which this is true of light. For most materials, extreme
intensities are necessary to observe optical nonlinearity. Larger nonlinear effects
1

2
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have been discovered in certain semiconductors and polymers. Many nonlinearities
discovered in bulk metals arise from anharmonicities in the electronic binding
function which are small corrections to the symmetric harmonic function of the
ideal metal and consequently are small relative to their semiconductor and polymer
counterparts, along with being difficult to access due to the lossy nature of metallic
media.8
Consider a melting metal. Due to differences in atomic binding energy between
the surface of a metallic crystal and the bulk, melting originates from the surface
plane. Furthermore the suppression of binding energy can cause a suppression in
the observed melting point at the interface. Under appropriate conditions a thin
layer of liquid may form at the surface. This mechanism, which is most readily
observed in metals, is dubbed ‘surface disordering’ or ‘surface melting’.9
The optical properties of gallium, specifically its bulk electric permittivity in
the visual and near infrared spectra, vary considerably between liquid and solid
phases of the metal. Consequently the depth of surface melting has a large effect on
the reflective properties of the surface. Laser radiation has a strong effect on the
observed surface melt, with the result that application of the laser strongly affects
surface reflectivity. This is effectively an optical nonlinearity . By virtue of the fact
that only a microscopic volume of gallium is required to melt in order to observe
the change, relatively little intensity is needed to produce nonlinear reflectivity.10 It
should be noted, however, that this is not a nonlinear mechanism in the same sense
as the optical Kerr effect or frequency mixing processes, as it arises primarily from
light-induced heating as opposed to the direct optical excitation of electron energy
levels. Consequently it is referred to as an effective nonlinearity.
Since electromagnetic metamaterials affect how light interacts with media, it is
possible to enhance nonlinear properties of materials using metamaterial techniques.
This is one of the most successful areas of the field and a number of different
mechanisms for nonlinearity enhancement have been established.11 However, prior
to this work, enhancent of the reflective nonlinearity of a melting metal had yet to
be demonstrated.

1.1

Thesis Overview

The thesis is divided into 8 chapters:
• Chapter 1: Introduction; this chapter.
• Chapter 2: Background. Supplies a history of metamaterials along with some
relevant theory and a literature review of a subset of metamaterials related to
the work described in following chapters.
• Chapter 3: Foundational methods and experiments. Describes the
experimental work and methods used and built upon later.

1.1. THESIS OVERVIEW

3

• Chapter 4: Optically reconfigurable gallium phase change metamaterial
absorber. Describes the construction, experimental methods and realised
results of this form of electromagnetic metamaterial.
• Chapter 5: Modelling gallium phase change dynamics. Discusses the
implementation of and comparisons between several methods for modelling
the phase change dynamics enabling the experiment in chapter 4.
• Chapter 6: Nanoimprint-based patterning for phase change plasmonic
metamaterials. Covers the development of nanoimprint-based metamaterials
in both simulation and experiment.
• Chapter 7: Templated assembly of metal nanoparticle films on polymer
substrates. Describes the investigation of organisation imposed on deposited
gallium nanoparticle films by patterning the PET substrate.
• Chapter 8: Conclusion. Summarises the thesis and discusses future directions
for research.

4
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

History and Fundamentals of Metamaterials

The traditional definition of an EM metamaterial is that of a 2D or 3D array of
resonators, designed to produce EM response functions not observed in natural or
bulk materials. An important part of this definition is that these elements are of
significantly smaller dimension than the intended operating wavelength or
wavelength range, such that the material may be modelled as an effective medium.
The term ‘metamaterial’ itself was coined by Rodger M. Walser12 in the late
1990s to encompass this idea, meaning literally ‘materials made from other
materials’. The extraordinary properties of metamaterials are obtained by designing
resonator devices of sub-wavelength dimensions dubbed ’meta-atoms’ or
’meta-molecules’ in analogy to the effects of real atoms in, for example, photonic
crystals. Arranged in arrays, the effect of such resonators may no longer be fully
characterised using diffractive scattering theory, but may by described by an
effective medium approximation. By changing the design of the resonators, it is
possible to adjust the effective electric permittivity r and magnetic permeability µr
of the medium arbitrarily at the design wavelength, resulting in such exotic
properties as wavefront phase tailoring and a negative refractive index (also known
as double negative after the reqirement for negative r and µr or left handed due to
the reversal of the ’right hand rule’ governing photon fields), which in turn enables
powerful applications of transformation optics such as the aforementioned
electromagnetic cloaking and ’optical black holes’.13
While these applications are wholly new, the concept of media with extrinsic
EM properties induced by manipulation of their structure is not a purely modern
phenomenon. The first examples arrived not long after the unified theory of
electromagnetism, prominently Bose’s demonstration that a metal-dielectric stack
can act as a linear polariser for microwave radiation along with experiments with
similar systems preceding the turn of the 20th century.14 The exploitation of the
near field (a modern umbrella term for sub-wavelength-scale EM phenomena) in
microwave antenna design began with beam shaping experiments for the
5
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development of radar during WWII. The concept of the negative refractive index
was developed in a 1968 paper by Veselago,15 though no suggestion was given as to
how it could be obtained. The first demonstration of structural magnetism, that is
the generation of negative µr by structural design, in 1999 by Pendry et al.16 was a
key turning point, but it was not until a seminal paper by the same group in 200617
describing a transformation optics framework for a microwave cloak that research in
the area exploded. Today metamaterials have been developed targeting a great
range of frequencies from the ultraviolet to the microwave spectrum inclusive.
Terahertz waves in particular are a target for development of new systems, as
developing sensing technologies using other methods has proven difficult.18
Despite this, the picture is by no means complete. As illustrated above, a great
many applications are held within the metamaterial possibility space and the
majority of those in development are still in their infancy with regard to practical
device manufacture. In fact only a handful of devices have made it close to that
stage.19 One contributing reason for this is that most metamaterials only function
in the vicinity of the narrow frequency band for which they were designed. Many
useful applications rely on materials functioning at a range of wavelengths (eg,
adaptable biosensors), to adapt to environmental conditions (’cloaking’, feedback
effects) or to tune the strength of metamaterial-induced properties or turn them off
entirely. Functional materials of this kind have already been demonstrated using a
variety of different techniques2, 3, 20, 21 and are discussed further in the literature
review section.

2.2

Metamaterial Resonance

Metamaterials utilise a plethora of different techniques to obtain the resonant
responses necessary to their intended functions. Such resonance types include
Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity resonance,3, 22 LC resonance, surface plasmon
resonance23 and trapped modes.24 Here the former three of these mechanisms most
relevant to this work are discussed.
Fabry-Pérot resonance is the creation of an effective optical cavity by arranging
multilayers to take advantage of multiple reflection. Not exclusive to metamaterials,
this type of resonance is often harnessed in combination with other resonance types.
Possibly the simplest type of FP structure is the λ/4 antireflection coating. This
structure consists of a single nanoscale dielectric film on top of a surface and is
designed so that the optical path length of light reflected from the lower boundary
of the coating and being transmitted through the upper bounary is λ/2 longer than
that reflected from the upper boundary, requiring a film of thickness λ/(4n) where
n is the refractive index of the film. This causes destructive interference between
the two reflected waves and hence minimises reflectivity. This principle also applies
for path differences of 3λ/2, 5λ/2 and so on. Hence the film thickness must satisfy
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(2m − 1)λ/(2n), where m is any positive integer.
The most commonly applied source of metamaterial resonance is LC
(inductive-capacitative Lorentzian resnonance). By designing elements with a
natural inductance L and capacitance C (or even using standard electronic
components) it is possible to tailor a resonant response in the resulting material
with resonant frequency ω 2 = 1/LC. This relies on a quasistatic approximation,

that the wavelength is sufficiently large relative to the metamolecule that the field
may be treated as static and lacking spatial variation in the implementation of the
circuit model. Hence this approximation expects λ  s for wavelength λ and
element size s. This method is favoured due to its capacity to engineer coupling to
both electric and magnetic fields of incident radiation and thus being able to vary
r and µr independently, often achieved using a relatively simple 2D ’split-ring’
geometry.
As frequencies approach the optical spectra (near infrared to ultraviolet) this
technique reduces in effectiveness as it relies on metals behaving as near-perfect
conductors (or, equivalently, having a large negative value of electric permittivity),
an approximation that breaks down in this spectral region. As the frequency
approaches the limit of these methods, surface plasmons must be harnessed.

2.2.1

Surface plasmons

Plasmons are quanta of ’plasma oscillations’ observed in the conduction band
electrons of conductive materials. Their resonant frequency is known as the ’plasma
frequency’ of the material, given by
ωp2 =

ne e 2
m∗ 0

(2.1)

where ωp is the plasma frequency, ne is the free electron number density, e is the
electron charge, m∗ is the electron effective mass and 0 is the electric permittivity
of free space.25 For gold, a metal with an extremely high free electron density, this
returns a value of 2.18 PHz (corresponding to a wavelength of 138 nm), which
agrees very well with the experimental value. When the operating frequency of a
metamaterial approaches the plasma frequency of its constituent metals, plasma
oscillation must be taken into account in its design. In this case of particular
significance is the surface plasmon.
Surface plasmons are a special case of plasmon that can occur at the interface
of a metal with free space (or, similarly, a dielectric). A plasmon on the metallic
side of the interface may couple to a free space field oscillation on the other. The
resulting hybrid quasi-particle propagates along the surface until quelled by
damping in the metal.26 Most optical-regime metamaterials take advantage of
surface plasmon resonance to obtain more useful characteristics.1, 4, 27, 28
Surface plasmon coupling may be understood by consideration of the
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Figure 2.1: Dispersion relations and surface plasmon coupling. The grating
enables scattering by multiples of its reciprocal lattice vector, effectively bringing
the surface plasmon dispersion between the light lines (shaded area), allowing
plasmonic coupling.
wavevectors of the photon and the excited plasmon. It is well known that light
incident on a plane metallic interface will be reflected: there is no significant loss
and hence no plasmonic coupling. This is due to a mismatch between the
momentum k-vector of surface plasmons ksp and that of incident photons kλ (fig.
2.1a). By structuring the surface, however, it becomes possible for plasmons to be
excited. The simplest structure to enable this is a 1D grating.26
As can be seen from the dispersion relations of the two in fig. 2.1a, for any
given frequency, the ksp is always greater than kλ . In the planar configuration, for
coupling to arise, the component of the incident light’s wave vector that lies along
the surface kx must equal ksp . Hence if ksp can be induced to be effectively less
than kλ , then there will be a specific incident angle for which ksp = kx and resonant
coupling occurs. This is known as the surface plasmon resonance angle.29 In the
simple case of the grating coupler the periodicity of the grating enables a
reciprocal-space scattering of kλ by a multiple of the grating’s reciprocal lattice
vector kg =

2π
a

where a is the grating’s real-space period,30 as demonstrated in fig.

2.1b. Hence the coupling is the direct result of nanostructuring of the surface.
This description supplies an understanding of the mechanism behind plasmonic
coupling in a simplified setting, but more complex systems such as metamaterials
are generally best understood though using numerical simulations to extract the
excited plasmonic oscillations.31 There are often, for a given system, many
plasmonic resonances available for excitation; as an example, fig. 2.2 displays a 3D
plot of the localised surface plasmon resonances of a silver nanocube.32
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Figure 2.2: 3D visualisation of SP resonances in a silver nanocube.32 The colour
bar represents LSPR electric field intensity and the letters correspond to individual
LSPR resonant modes.

2.3

The choice of gallium as an optical material

The choice of metal for metamaterial construction is usually between gold, silver,
copper and aluminium.33 Silver is generally the optimum choice as it maintains
excellent metallic properties up to its plasma frequency. Gold’s metallic properties
are slightly inferior, but it does not suffer from oxidation to the same extent and
hence is the most common choice. Copper is more attractive for lower-frequency
applications due to its reduced cost. Aluminium, while generally being a poor
metal, has an unusual band structure which results in superior properties in the
ultraviolet while underperforming in the visible and near infrared and this has been
harnassed to produce one of the highest-frequency functioning metamaterials seen
to date.34 Liquid gallium has good metallic properties which, like aluminium,
extend into the ultraviolet. As a result liquid gallium is potentially useful in the
construction of extreme-high-frequency metamaterials. But it is in the context of
phase transitions that gallium really becomes appealing. To this end we will look at
the phases of the element accessible to us.

2.3.1

Solid α-gallium

The stable crystalline form of bulk gallium at RTP (room temperature and pressure)
is designated α. This phase is a one-face-centred orthorhombic crystal with atomic
dimers centred around each lattice point. Correspondingly each atom has a single
nearest neighbour at 2.44 Å.35 This structure has led authors to conclude that the
crystal is partially covalently bonded in nature, which is highly unusual for a metal
but is bourne out by its lower reflecivity which is somewhat in line with a
semiconductor or ‘semi-metal’.36, 37 Due to its significantly varying lattice vectors in
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each axis (a = 4.51, b = 4.49, c =7.65 Å), α-gallium is highly anisotropic, with both
optical and thermal properties varying considerably with orientation. As a result its
optical properties are also highly anisotropic - see appendix A for the values used in
each axis. However in non-ideal conditions α gallium does not form as a single
monolithic crystal, but contains random deviations and changes in orientation as
the melt front propagates away from its point of nucleation. As a result on the
macroscopic scale the phase often does not display a single prevailing orientation
but rather a mixture of crystalline orientations - a polycrystal. The standard
method for determining the optical properties of a mixture of two differing media
(here differing crystalline orientations of elemental gallium) is the Maxwell Garnett
formula.38 Unfortunately this forumula is invalid in the current situation as it
assumes spatially separated inclusions of a secondary medium within the primary
one, but in gallium volume fraction of each phase is too high to be considered an
inclusion. Hence the dielectric constant  of the polycrystal is approximated using
the mean of the values of the three phases.

2.3.2

Liquid gallium

Gallium’s liquid phase is highly reflective and displays, anomalously for a metal
with partial covalent bonding, highly metallic properties across a broad wavelength
band that includes the visual spectrum.39 This may be partially due to the higher
density of the liquid (by 8%), but is understood to be largely caused by a natural
ordering of dimers at the liquid interface, creating a strongly concentrated layer of
conduction-band electrons, as determined by X-ray scattering measurements.40
Thus an unusually large change in optical properties is associated with solid-liquid
transitions in gallium (|l − s | ∼ 90 at 1 µm, l and s being respectively the
complex relative permittivities of liquid and polycrystalline solid gallium), at the
bulk melting point Tm of 29.76◦ C.41, 42 This change in optical properties is
illustrated by the reflectivity spectra of the relevant phases, as displayed in fig. 2.3.

2.3.3

Metastable phases

Due to the additional degrees of freedom afforded by gallium’s unusual atomic
arrangement, the solid state may exist in up to nine different structural phases.
There are three primary phases of crystalline gallium available in the bulk, with
α-gallium (Ga-I) available at RTP and two more, Ga-II and Ga-III, available at
multi-kilobar pressures.43 The remaining phases were discovered to exist exclusively
in confined nanoparticles. It has been shown that it is possible to reversibly switch
between multiple of these metastable phases within a single nanoparticle by
application of a laser.44, 45 More recently it was shown using high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy that two phases may coexist in a single
nanoparticle and the phases available are strongly affected by the type of substrate
on which the nanoparticles are grown.46
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Figure 2.3: Normal incidence reflectivity of gallium metal in liquid and solid
phases across the visual and near infrared spectra, compiled from the literature.
The point of greatest contrast is highlighted and corresponds to an absolute change
(relative to perfect reflectivity) of 0.27 and a relative change of ~42%.

2.3.4

Surface melt.

Solid gallium in conformal contact with a dielectric surface displays partial melting
a few to tens of nanometres into the metal (depending on temperature and the
nature of the surface), a phenomenon known as ’surface melt’. This effect has been
shown to be heavily strengthened by pumping the surface using an optical laser.
The speed and depth of the melting are strongly dependent on the proximity of the
ambient temperature to gallium’s melting point in addition to the intensity of the
pump.42 These characteristics have seen gallium previously exploited in nonlinear
mirrors for laser cavity Q-switching47 (c.f. saturable absorbers), and for all-optical
and ‘active plasmonic’ signal modulation,10, 48, 49 including in the form of a
gallium/aluminum metamaterial composite formed by grain boundary
penetration.48 Indeed, the term ‘active plasmonic’ itself was originally introduced
to describe functionality based upon gallium surface metallization.50

2.3.5

Comparison with other phase change media.

Gallium is a promising candidate for use as an optical phase change mechanism in
metamaterials, but there is competition from other materials, notably those
discussed in the phase change component of the attached literature review:
vanadium dioxide (and derivatives) and chalcogenide glasses. The former - VO2 - is
a transition metal oxide with an insulator-to-metal thermal phase transition at
68 ◦ C (the temperature cannot be defined more precisely than this as it is a second
order transition). The latter are a class of polymorphic glasses whose phase
transitions can be tuned to varying temperatures and the effects of those transitions
controlled depending on chemical constituents and ratios. VO2 displays a very large
switch in optical properties (and even larger in the infrared) at its phase transition,
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but suffers from being extremely brittle and inconsistent: films much thicker than
tens of nanometers can deform under their own thermal stress when the transition
is induced, making any research involving the material highly prone to a lack of
repeatability. Efforts have been made to mitigate this but have met with limited
success.51 The chalcogenides are less inconsistent but display relatively small
changes in properties on transition (limited primarily to the real part of the
refractive index) and require higher temperatures to switch (100 ◦ C and above).
These are both in contrast to gallium with its easily attainable transition
temperature of 29.76 ◦ C and facilitated transition through surface melt. They also
transition to relatively stable phases,52 which is useful for some applications but a
hindrance in environment-responsive devices. Conversely, gallium is useful for the
design of such devices, but at the cost of devices designed to function in an
environment-indpendent manner. There are other metals which also display the
surface melting property, but these also suffer from a relatively small change in
reflectivity at the relevant phase transition.53 Two key candidates are indium and
bismuth, which have melting points of 156 and 272 ◦C respectively. Hence of these,
gallium has the greatest change in optical properties and the most accesible melting
point, thus making it the best choice in a research setting.
The usual approach to creating a metamaterial with dynamic electromagnetic
properties is the hybridisation of an ’active’ medium with a resonant metallic
metamaterial framework. In addition to this methodology, gallium may also be
used to replace the metallic backplane in the type of triple layer structure used to
absorb incident radiation: this structure normally consists of a structured upper
metallic layer deposited onto a dielectric spacer, which is itself deposited onto a
metallic backplane. This combination of materials forms an optical cavity able to
contain and hence absorb all incident radiation at the intended resonant
frequency.54 By swapping a noble metal backplane for gallium, it becomes possible
to switch the quality factor of the resonant cavity and hence the quality factor of
absorption. A resonance shift may be induced as well. Hence gallium’s metallic
nature allows it to fulfil functions excluded from other phase change media.

2.4

Other relevant properties of gallium

We have extensively discussed the attractive qualities of Gallium for application in
plasmonics. However, the metal has a number of other properties which should be
taken into account in its application in real devices, which are described as follows.
The low melting point of gallium.

It is convenient in research to be able to

simply and completely melt the metal by bringing it a few degrees above room
temperature. However in application, devices are expected to be robust to changes
in environent. In such cases one way to mitigate this issue is to increase the melting
point by alloying it with other metals (such as iron, indium and nickel).55 A
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potential application of this work, however, is to design metamaterials that are
reactive to the environment. In this context temperature sensitivity is desirable.
Supercooling of gallium. Supercooling is the reduction in temperature of a
material below its melting point without a corresponding change in phase. It is
generally observed in extremely pure samples of material, e.g. distilled water, where
there exist negligible impurities from which a crystal may nucleate. Most pure
liquids are capable of supercooling by several degrees. Gallium is unusual in its
ability to overcool to a much more significant degree.56, 57 It follows that gallium’s
response to cycles of temperature is hysteretic, which may or may not be desirable.
If undesirable, introduction of impurities minimises the effect. The level to which
gallium will overcool (and hence the depth of the hysteresis) is dependent on the
purity of the gallium, the level to which it has been overheated above its melting
point and the size of the spaces within which the gallium has been confined.58
The necessity to melt the material in order to obtain useful switching.
Liquids are understandably not a standard component in micro- or nano-scale
devices due to their relative difficulty of handling. Fortunately this problem may be
alleviated through the exclusive use of the surface melting phenomenon to obtain
optical switching. In such a design the vast majority of the gallium remains in solid
phase with a just a nanometre scale surface of liquid providing the switching
functionality. Hence the quantity of liquid involved is negligible and relatively
simple to contain.
Liquid metal embrittlement.59

This is a little-known property which is

nonetheless common to many liquid metals. There is significant literature on the
topic, in particular on the infiltration of aluminium by gallium, though a systematic
theoretical description of this phenomenon remains elusive. The explanation put
forward is a consideration of surface energy. It is known that gallium infiltrates only
at the boundaries of crystalline grains; monocrystals are immune to this effect.
There exist certain classes of grain boundary, for example in aluminium, which have
more than twice the surface energy of a liquid gallium/aluminium surface. In this
case it is energetically favourable for the gallium to fill the grain boundary when
the two are brought into mutual contact.60
With a liquid at the interface, grain boundary sliding is very likely, which
markedly reduces the mechanical strength of the composite. As a result liquid
gallium should be kept isolated in most situations, a factor that may be addressed
by and should be taken into account in device design. The gallium-based
metamaterials documented in this thesis rely on containment of gallium by covering
with a dielectric material. As an addendum, it should be noted the thermal phase
switching of gallium’s optical properties is still very significant after infiltration.61
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Surface energy considerations. Some applications in this thesis require the
nanostructuring of liquid gallium. Nanostructures are extremely difficult to impose
upon liquids, particularly liquids with a large surface tension such as metals. The
required pressure differential ∆P to obtain a structure with the desired radii of
curvature is given by the Young-Laplace equation.62 This macroscopic relation has
recently been shown to be valid at the nanoscale.63
∆P = γ



1
1
+
r1 r2



(2.2)

Here r1 and r2 are the orthogonal radii of curvature and γ is the surface tension.

The oxide layer. Untarnished gallium will quickly develop an oxide layer of up
to 3 nm even in a low pressure environment (though high vacuum will cause the
layer to dissipate64 ). The thin layer only has a small effect on surface optical
properties, but strongly affects its interaction with other materials. In the absence
of oxide, gallium is strongly repelled by dielectric surfaces including glass, sapphire
and some plastics,56 but oxidised gallium will adhere to such surfaces and produce a
mirror surface, leaving a thin layer of metal behind if allowed to flow away.64 The
oxide layer is also a rigid solid and can even be used to hold the metal in rigid
structures for a sufficiently high surface area to volume ratio.65

Nano-confinement.

As previously discussed, freezing of a pure liquid is enabled

by rare local solid crystal nucleations that propagate throughout the bulk. As a
result supercooling becomes significant in very pure liquids as the incidence of these
events decreases. This effect is increased further still by nano-confinement as
individually confined liquid particles do not maintain a bulk over which a freeze
front may propagate. Due to this phenomenon and the availability of very pure
samples, nano-confined gallium has previously been shown to exhibit supercooling
down from the freezing point at 29.8 ◦C to as low as −123 ◦C,66 with no defined
minimum yet discovered. It is likely that the oxide layer plays a part in isolating
the liquid gallium beneath and hence maintaining the liquid phase of supercooled
gallium.

2.5

Beam propagation

In this thesis is documented research using laser radiation for characterisation and
excitation. Analysis of this requires a physical description of the laser beam. In
experiments for which a theoretical description is required, the light beam is
modelled classically at the focus only. In the focal plane the transmitted intensity
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of the beam is considered to have a gaussian positional dependence.
P
r2
I(r, z) = 2 exp − 2
πr0
r0

!

(2.3)

The beam is rotationally symmetric where r is the radial distance, r0 is the radius
of 1/e intensity and P is the total power of the beam. From this definition we can
determine that the total beam power P relates to the intensity I0 at the focal point
by P = πI0 r02 . The full width at half maximum distance (FWHM) of the beam
√
relates to r0 by FWHM = 2 ln 2 r0 .

2.6

Nonlinear optics

Nonlinear optics is the study of systems displaying a non-linear relationship
between light input into and output from them. The initial discovery of a nonlinear
effect was in the increase in the extinction of light passing through uranium-doped
glass with an increase in light intensity in 1926.67 The discovery of the electro-optic
Kerr effect, which came even earlier, could also be considered to be the origin of the
field, though it was first discovered under static electric fields as opposed to those
induced by light. It was not until the advent of the laser in 1960 that sufficient
optical intensity was available for the phenomenon to be detected and studied in a
wider variety of materials. The most prominent effects discovered include
two-photon absorption (first predicted in 193168 ), second harmonic generation69
and the optical Kerr effect.70
There are several ways to describe the optical properties of a medium
mathematically. The most common are the electric susceptibility, the electric
permittivity and the refractive index. For electromagnetic waves (under the
conventional assumption of a magnetic permeability of unity) each of these
descriptions is equivalent. Nonlinear phenomena may be described using versions of
these with components which depend on (powers of) electric field. Material optical
nonlinearity is most commonly described using the nonlinear electric susceptibility
tensor. The linear one-dimensional electric susceptibility χ relates electric
polarisation density P to electric field E and the permittivity of free space 0 as
P = 0 χE. When generalised to include components with non-linear dependence on
electric field this becomes
P = P0 + 0 χ(1) E + 0 χ(2) E2 + . . .

(2.4)

which corresponds to a nonlinear electric susceptibility χnl of
χnl = χ(1) + χ(2) E + χ(3) E2 + . . .

.

With sufficient knowledge of a system, it is possible to define a nonlinear

(2.5)
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coefficient which determines the reflective and transmissive properties of the
material. In this case the knowledge required is the variation of the optical
constants  with intensity I of the medium. The most commonly chosen definition
assumes a nonlinear coefficient proportional only to I and as I ∝ E2 this is defined
by χ(3) (by equation 2.5). This definition has been previously used to obtain the
effective χ(3) of an optically thick gallium film, using χ(3) = ∆/4πI.41 This is a
useful approximation that functions well in defining the nonlinear properties of a
bulk. It loses accuracy however when considering a more complex structure which
includes a nonlinear medium as a structured component. It is not valid to assign
effective medium properties such as χ(3) to a metamaterial containing structures
with length scales close to the wavelength; indeed it has been shown that the
metamaterial lattice size must be smaller than the wavelength by a factor greater
than 30 for the approximation to function correctly.71 Hence I will not use such a
description when working with a structured metamaterial and instead use a figure
of merit to gauge the nonlinear characteristics of such a surface.
Under the above definition of a nonlinear response, the change in reflectivity of
gallium due to incident radiation may be considered an effective nonlinearity and
characterised as such. The effective value of χ(3) for gallium has been estimated at
1 × 10−8 m2 V−2 ,41 which compares favourably with other methods of obtaining a
nonlinear response - see fig. 2.4. From this figure it may be seen that the speed of
nonlinear response and its strength have a quite consistent relationship in nonlinear
materials. Through the use of metamaterials it is possible to improve upon the
scaling shown to an extent, as demonstrated by the example metamaterials
designed to improve nonlinear response. When the inherent reflective nonlinearity
of gallium, that is, its change in laser reflectivity in response to excitation by that
laser, is plotted on this graph, it is already ahead of the curve. This response is of a
nature very different to that found in other nonlinear systems, being slower but
having an extremely high nonlinear coefficient. Hence metamaterials based on this
paradigm have a stong footing for achieving an excellent nonlinear response.
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between speed and strength of nonlinear response for
bulk nonlinear media, metamaterial enhancement of nonlinearity and gallium
surface melting. References: 1 - split ring resonators for field confinement,72 2 nanorods for field confinement,73 3 - SRR metamaterial hybridised with carbon
nanotubes,74 4 - SRR metamaterial hybridised with graphene,75 5 - field
confinement in Si layer of fishnet metamaterial,76 6 - field confinement in Si layer of
fishnet metamaterial in a pump probe experiment and77 7 - a gallium/silica
nonlinear mirror.41 Unlabeled points - Boyd Nonlinear Optics.78 Figure adapted
from previous conference presentation by Eric Plum.79
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2.7

Literature review

A gallium phase change nonlinearity based metamaterial is not merely a nonlinear
system, but also a switchable and tunable ‘adaptive’ device. This review identifies
the construction, active mechanisms and scope of applications of the established
literature and suggests directions for growth.
Metamaterials with electromagnetic properties which depend on external inputs,
henceforth ‘reconfigurable metamaterials’, have been demonstrated using a variety
of techniques and materials, here categorised by tuning method. The categories
covered are structural reconfiguration, magnetic tuning, semiconductor conductivity
control, liquid crystals, phase change materials, component based techniques,
graphene voltage biasing, superconductivity current criticality and nonlinearity
maximisation.
Structural reconfiguration.

The massive dependence of metamaterials’

electromagnetic responses on their internal resonant geometries is a well understood
phenomenon.80 As such, actively changing that geometry is a natural route to
producing a tunable metamaterial. This idea has been demonstrated using a variety
of approaches, including change in the shape,81 rotation82 or distribution83 of the
resonant elements. Mechanisms include harnessing Coulomb,84 Lorentz85 or optical
forces to tune the shape of individual elements or their relative positions using
‘comb drives’,83 thermomechanical systems such as bimetallic strips,82
microfluidics86 or in the case of polymer-substrate materials, mechanically
deforming the substrate87–90 - see fig. 2.5 for examples of these mechanisms.
Until recently, structurally reconfigurable metamaterials were largely limited to
the infrared regime by the increasing impracticability of complex low-tolerance
device manufacture at smaller scales. Comb drives, for example, require the
comparatively imprecise method of isotropic etching to suspend the mobile
elements, and as such are not seen at frequencies below the terahertz (THz).
Coulomb, Lorentz, optomechanical and thermal mechanisms are more flexible, with
the most advanced examples reaching into the near infrared (NIR). The difficulty of
fabricating thousands of identical mechanical devices on the necessary nanometre
scale precludes much further reduction in size; devices operating in this region are
simplified relative to many of their terahertz cousins. Nonetheless,
electromechanical photonic metamaterial systems providing fast continuous tuning
of NIR optical properties (up to 8% optical signal modulation at megahertz
frequencies) and high-contrast (250%) irreversible switching have been
demonstrated.84
Nonlinear mechanically reconfigurable metamaterials are emerging onto the
scene, using such phenomena as optical gradient forces,91 internal magnetic
coupling-induced compression and thermal expansion within arrays of helical
structures92 (see fig.2.6a), SRR compressive coupling88 and optically induced split
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.5: Structurally reconfigurable metamaterials. (a) Thermally tunable
rotating split ring resonators (SRRs) for transmission modulation.82 (b)
Metamaterial reconfiguration by tensile substrate deformation.89 (c)
Electromechanical reconfiguration to create and destroy polarisation symmetry.83
(d) NEMS (nanoelectromechanical systems) for transmission control in the near
infrared.84
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: Nonlinear reconfigurable metamaterials utilising (a) helical-element
magnetic coupling compression92 (b) substrate deformation though magnetic
coupling in SRRs88 and (c) SRR rotation.94
ring resonator (SRR) rotation (both theoretically93 and experimentally94 ).
There is increasing interest in the application of polymers as substrates in order
to take advantage of their mechanical properties. One example by Fan, Zhang et al.
demonstrates the production of an optically tunable flexible metamaterial operation
in the terahertz.95 This method enables metamaterials to conform to curved
surfaces, a desirable element in practical application,96 but limits substrate choice
to flexible plastics, which have relatively low refractive indices and poor electical
conductivity. One use to which this substrate type has been put is applying tension
to the substrate, changing the relative positions of resonator elements positioned on
it and thus tuning the frequency response of those resonators - see fig. 2.5b.
Reconfiguration-type methods in general are powerful in their control of a
metamaterial’s properties: moving resonators relative to one another can create or
destroy polarisation symmetry (see fig.2.5c), entirely suppress or create resonances
anew or experimentally exhibit transmission modulation contrast of up to 30dB.97
These benefits often come at the cost of relatively low switching speeds, where the
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magnitude of induced displacements is traded against the size and therefore
resonant mechanical frequency of components. The more exotic systems such as
deformable substrates and microfluidics are at a relatively early stage and more
studies are needed to reach firm conclusions, though modulation frequencies will
likely be limited to the kilohertz.
Optomechanical and electrically actuated metamaterials’ material breakdown
thresholds limit performace: for example, the current density damage threshold of
nanoscale conductive paths. Similar issues arise when working with large electric
fields and high laser intensities. The necessity of approaching material constraints
in order to obtain appreciable tuning, even when using ideal materials such as noble
metal conductive elements, implies that these methods are not well suited to
practical applications, unless radically more efficient mechanisms are revealed.
Magnetically switchable metamaterials are tuned by variation of the
magnetic field externally to the metamaterial by SRR resonance hybridsation with
a magnetic material.98, 99 See fig. 2.7a for an example of this type of metamaterial
investigated computationally. There are as yet only a handful of publications in this
category, but new research is ongoing.100 Currently these metamaterials have only
been proven viable in the GHz and THz regimes and require large external fields to
exhibit significant switching (e.g. of the order of 0.5 Tesla98 ), though the paradigm
may offer opportunity for improvement.
Semiconductor switchable metamaterials. The conductivity of doped
semiconductors can be varied wildly by external factors such as illumination and
temperature, with carrier concentrations varying by up to several orders of
magnitude in highly doped cases. Due to this semiconductors may be integrated
into metamaterials to realise tuning as the substrate101–103 or part20, 104 or all105 of
the resonators themselves - or, in one theoretical case, the entirety of the
metasurface in question.106 Semiconductors convey the benefits of simple switching
techniques, robust solid-state implementation and a huge range (up to 10 orders of
magnitude102 ) of conductivity control. Switching is attained through thermo- or
photo-excitation of the charge carriers within the semiconductor, enabling control of
the material’s extrinsic properties. This is commonly achieved by using
semiconducting ’bridges’ between metallic elements,20, 104 enabling the effective
geometric parameters of the conductive elements to be continuously varied by
charge carrier excitation (see fig. 2.7b for examples). Semiconductors, being the
primary building block of the silicon chip, present the dual benefits of
nanosecond-or-below switching times and excellent nanolithography process
compatibility. However, the absolute levels of conductivity obtainable within
semiconductors are not as high as some of the materials used in, for example, phase
change reconfiguration, and as a result the achieved changes in optical properties
are relatively small. Nor are they sufficient to compete with what has been achieved
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Magnetic-field and semiconductor switchable metamaterials. (a)
Magnetically tunable metamaterial employing yttrium iron garnet.98 (b)
Semiconductor-tuned metamaterial unit cell designs. Metallic elements are shown
in orange, semiconducting inclusions in grey. As the conductivity of the
semiconductors is increased, portions of the metallic resonators are bypassed,
changing their resonant frequency. Figure is adapted from Chen et al.20
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through mechanical reconfiguration. Despite this shortcoming, transmission
modulation from 15% to 70%107 and frequency tuning of up to 26%108 have been
obtained using semiconductor reconfiguration at wavelengths in the terahertz.
Phase change switchable metamaterials take advantage of a strong change in
electromagnetic properties at phase transitions of certain materials. This class of
metamaterials typically comprise a metallic structured layer either on or under an
unstructured active layer of phase change material. The material then either
suppresses or enhances resonances in the structured layer, depending on its phase
state at any given time. The phase transitions of these materials may not be
induced exclusively thermally, but also through photoexcitation109, 110 and voltage
application.110, 111 Metamaterials in this category exhibit some of the strongest
switching capabilities, with modulation contrasts of up to 40dB reported.112
The current phase change material of choice for commercial application is
chalcogenide glass. This class of material exhibits highly discontinuous
electromagnetic properties across phase transitions, in particular, transitions
between amorphous ’glass-like’ and crystalline states. The nature and temperatures
of the phase transitions, as well as the refractive index of the glass, may be tuned
by varying the ratios of the constituent elements or by doping.113 The transitions
may also be induced electrically or optically, a method established as the basis of
phase change memory in re-writable discs and emergent forms of electronic random
access memory. Major motivations to use chalcogenides in particular include their
high refractive index switching contrast, non-volatile switched states (for
applications in phase change memory) and low loss dielectric nature. On the other
hand, the relatively stable switching involved requires an active energy input to be
reversed and the quality of the switching is significantly degraded after large
numbers of cycles.
Recent work in the area of chalcogenide metamaterials, most notably from the
University of Southampton, has demonstrated electro- and all-optical, reversible,
non-volatile switching in the near- to mid-IR spectral range with
transmission/reflection contrast ratios of 4:1 from device structures of highly
subwavelength ('

λ
27 )

thickness (fig. 2.8a) metamaterials.114, 115 New concepts are

also now emerging elsewhere based on finite element computational
modelling.116, 117 More recent work includes a rewritable metamaterial analogue of
a Fresnel lens produced by selective laser crystallisation of chalcogenide glass118
Another phase change technology being applied in switchable metamaterials is
vanadium dioxide (VO2 ). VO2 , unlike chalcogenide glass, exhibits a Mott
insulator-to-metal transition when heated to 68 ◦ C.119, 120 Such a phase transition
displays a very strong change in optical properties,121 in particular because
metallic-phase VO2 is able to propagate surface plasmons, but this metallic nature
introduces losses into the system. In addition to thermally, the transition has also
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.8: Phase change materials and metamaterials. (a) Chalcogenide glass
transmission switch.115 (b) Chalcogenide-based absorption modulator.116 (c)
Vanadium dioxide nanobeams. Left: demonstration of insulator-metal transition in
vanadium dioxide nanobeams as viewed under optical microscopy.51 Right: SEM
imagery of suspended nanobeams.
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Figure 2.9: Liquid crystal metamaterial.127 A liquid crystal (LC) alignment layer
is applied to the upper ITO interface, inducing the LC at that interface to align in
a given direction. At the opposing interface the metamaterial itself acts as an
alignment layer orthogonal to the first, producing ’twisted’ LC alignment in the
intervening space (a). When a voltage is induced across the LC (using the ITO and
metamaterial as electrodes), it aligns with the electric field (b). The variation in
the liquid crystal’s alignment controls polarisation rotation of the incident light,
influencing coupling to the metamaterial and hence modulating transmission.
been shown to be excited by optical and THz pulses122, 123 and electric fields.111
Maximal VO2 switching is dependent on temperature variation over a broad range
for an optimal response,124 though considerable modulation is possible under less
extreme conditions. In photonic (near-/mid-IR) metamaterial systems VO2 has
been seen to provide transmission absorption resonance tuning of up to ~20%21, 125
and the concept of ’gradient index’ resonance modulation has been demonstrated
for VO2 -hybridized THz split ring resonators.126 VO2 films show degradation due
to intrinsic thermal stress induced by the deposition mechanism and sometimes
unrepeatability of results due to domain motion through switching cycles. These
limitations can be circumvented by producing the compound in much more ordered
nanobeam domains51 (see fig. 2.8c) but this method introduces limitations of its
own, specifically that deposition is limited to this type of confined domain rather
than the more useful continuous film. Arguments for the use of VO2 come in the
form of impressively strong reflectivity switching and fast unidirectional switching
times (<2ns);111 the metamaterials designed to harness it may thus show extremely
strong switching of up to ~40dB,112, 124 though the most impressive changes are
achieved using cryostat temperature control, a relatively slow and impractical
technique.
Liquid crystal (LC) switchable metamaterials have been harnessed to
influence electromagnetic waves from the terahertz to the optical.128, 129 Engineered
effects of LC metamaterials include transmission control,130 adjustable absorbers131
variable phase shifters132 and tunable negative refractive indices.133 A number of
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working mechanisms have been published, from simple thermal phase switching of
an LC-immersed metamaterial array128 to complex systems involving gain media
(electromagnetic materials in which input radiation can excite the release of
additional radiation) and LC alignment through electric fields and other means.
The majority of LC-metamaterials use a metamaterial-LC-electrode sandwich
approach, where the electrode is made of a transparent conductor such as indium
tin oxide (ITO).127, 130, 131 By inducing a voltage difference between the
metamaterial and the electrode the LC can be aligned out of the sample plane,
producing response switching. More complex implementations use LC alignment
structures on the upper and lower surfaces of the LC layer to further strengthen
switching;127, 134 fig. 2.9 shows one example developed at the University of
Southampton.127 In this work the alignment, polarizer and electrode layers of a
conventional twisted nematic LC cell are replaced by a single metamaterial layer
and resonant transmission modulation with a contrast ratio of 5:1 at 7 V is
delivered. In a subsequent planar geometry135 intensity and phase modulation of
terahertz radiation is achieved via in-plane reorientation of LC molecules.
Modulation depths of around 15dB have been reported in LC metamaterials and
reproducibility is excellent, with devices being stable over many thousands of
switching cycles. However LC mechanisms typically require more involved
multilayer deposition processes than other methodologies and switching typically
occurs over a millisecond or more, thereby precluding application in certain
processes such as those required in microelectronics or high-speed sensing.
Graphene switchable metamaterials are a relatively recent development,
following from the wider ranging interest in the (opto)electronic properties of the
material. Graphene based metamaterials may offer improved functionality through
graphene’s unique attributes of massless two-dimensional electrons and linear band
structure.138 Inclusion of graphene in metamaterials has only recently been
demonstrated136 (fig. 2.10a), but tunable variants harnessing these properties are
already becoming established. Tuning of fabrication parameters has enabled
absorption variation approaching 100% in the terahertz using graphene-insulator
stacks139 despite an intrinsic monolayer absorption of ~2%.140 As a result the
tremendous modulation promised by graphene’s unique band structure is difficult to
harness; early work on actively tunable metamaterials using graphene micro-ribbon
structures showed broad-band transmission resonance tuning but a small
modulation depth of ~1%.138 However more recent successes by Zhu et al. show
dispersion tuning of an optical fishnet metamaterial137 (see fig. 2.10b) and NIR
reflectivity increases of up to 261%141 of the minimum level. In both cases
tunability is obtained by applying a bias voltage to a single graphene monolayer
embedded in the metamaterial. This is much like the tuning method in
semiconductors and the switching is very fast as a result. A nonlinear variant has
also appeared with fast optical modulation of ~1%.75 More recently an infrared
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: Graphene switchable metamaterials. (a): The first example of a
metamaterial incorporating graphene.136 (b): Graphene voltage bias tunable
negative index metamaterial. Image adapted from.137
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reflectance control metamaterial was developed that exhibits an
electrical-doping-induced inversion in reflected polarisation of 80%.142 Graphene
has also been harnassed in the reshaping of terahertz beams as a nonlinear function
of their intensity.143 Graphene’s virtually unique properties, in particular its
exhibition of linear dispersion and Dirac points make it extremely useful in
engineering novel phenomena. However its status as an atomically thin material
with an intrinsic absorption of around 2% makes achieving this quite difficult, with
many applications relying on ‘graphene multilayers’ which dilutes the more
interesting properties of the material. Expensive dedicated equipment is also
needed to make large contiguous sheets of graphene and most research is conducted
with smaller ’flakes’ exfoliated from monolithic graphite, which is harder to work
with and produces less reproducible results.
Component-based switchable metamaterials incorporate discrete circuit
components (capacitors, transistors etc) that are readily bought or manufactured in
place. Some implementations use off the shelf components (generally for microwave
or millimetre wave metamaterials) while others use in-place manufacturing to build
semi-standard components directly on the metamaterial. The component most
often integrated is the varactor diode2, 144–146 due to its highly nonlinear
capacitative response to applied voltages. The diode is placed at a strategic
location in each metamaterial resonator, then its capacitance is varied by voltage
biasing the resonator elements on either side of it. This enables modulation of
electronic coupling within resonators, affecting the resonant response of the
metamaterial. In-place manufactured transistors have also been used to control
carrier concentrations within metamaterial elements.147 Schottky diodes may also
be manufactured in place through appropriate choice of the materials used for the
substrate and the metamaterial array.18, 101 Through the use of individually
electrically connected collections of meta-atoms (’pixels’) such a paradigm has
additionally been used to obtain spatially controlled transmission modulation in the
terahertz.148 Component integration brings the advantage of greater control of the
resonators’ operational parameters but at the cost of increasing the minimum size
of the individual elements; most of the metamaterials in this category function only
in the microwave or, in some cases, the longer-wavelength end of the terahertz
spectrum. The switching and nonlinear characteristics achieved are exemplary, but
applications are limited to the microwave.
Superconductivity breakdown switchable metamaterials take advantage of
the critical current phenomenon in superconductors whereby superconductivity is
only maintained up to a certain threshold current. The transition to a
non-superconducting state has a large effect on the resonant properties of the
metamaterial itself, enabling high-sensitivity switching in response to a variety of
thermal, electric, magnetic, and photonic excitations. Due to the nature of the
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(c)

Figure 2.11: Nonlinearity maximisation switchable metamaterials. (a):
Superconductivity breakdown GHz modulator.149 (b): Nanorod nonlinear
metamaterial.73 (c): carbon nanotube & nanostructured gold film hybridised
nonlinear metamaterial.74
process the metamaterial must be both electrically connected and cryogenically
cooled. This phenomenon has been successfully demonstrated in the gigahertz
(GHz) regime149 for transmission modulation (fig. 2.11a) and as the basis of a
planar metamaterial bolometer.150 This effect can be induced on a fast timescale,
but relies on conductive cooling to return to a superconducting state, with a wait
time on the order of microseconds. Like all superconduction-related phenomena, it
is confined by photon energy to the sub-THz spectral range and requires cryogenic
cooling to manifest, though the latter is no longer the bar to practical application it
once was.
Nonlinearity maximisation switchable metamaterials. The implicit
subwavelength thickness of metasurfaces normally precludes the application of
conventional electronic nonlinearities in such systems; laser spectral broadening
systems, for instance, can use hundreds of wavelengths of nonlinear material to
obtain their desired result. It has been shown, however, that nanostructuring thin
sheets of nonlinear material can massively increase their effective nonlinear response
through electric field enhancement within the structures73 - see fig. 2.11b. This
method shows fast (femtosecond to picosecond) modulation contrast of up to 80%.
The near-IR excitonic nonlinearity of carbon nanotubes can be enhanced by more
than an order of magnitude through hybridization with photonic
metamaterials74, 151 (fig. 2.11c) and indeed the nonlinearity of the metal of the
metamaterial framework itself can be enhanced via nanostructuring.72 An
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impedance matching metamaterial has been designed taking advantage of
Josephson Junctions (JJ) and SQUID (Superconducting quantum interference
device) phemomena to obtain frequency tuning of up to 50%. Additionally a paper
has been published describing a thermally and magnetically tunable JJ-based
SQUID metamaterial with a total tunability of ~56%. Other work exhibits the use
of electric field confinement to affect the nonlinear response,152 one in particular by
Al-Naib et al. showing a 50nm phase shift for an optical nonlinear absorber at
incident powers as low as 6µW /µm2 .153 Nonlinear mechanisms can be relatively
fast, up to the femtosecond range, but tend to show relatively low levels of
switching and necessarily switch radiation at the same wavelength used for
excitation, which may or may not be desired, depending on application.
Conclusions.

This review reveals an increasingly busy field, albeit one as yet

some distance from practical application and with room for unusual approaches.
The research focuses on attempting to produce functional materials with high levels
of switching at wavelengths as short as each technology makes possible. Speed of
response and efficiency of excitation of that response are generally considered
secondary concerns as researchers attempt to make the next jump in functional
frequency. There is a considerable body of work on metamaterial systems
employing only dielectric materials in order to minimise losses,154 but with the
exception of some chalcogenide glass based materials, this does not generally extend
to reconfigurable metamaterials, with the vast majority based on the same
plasmonic principles used since the first experiments demonstrating the negative
refractive index.
Metamaterials based on gallium fit into this picture well for several reasons. Of
relevance here is the efficiency of excitation (specifically the laser intensity needed
to excite it), the speed of the response and the range of wavelengths over which a
response can be engineered. Referring back to fig. 2.4, the effective nonlinear
coefficient χ(3) of gallium is on the extreme end of what is possible in any material.
Given the inverse relationship between χ(3) and the speed of response that is seen in
the same figure, this means gallium’s response to excitation, i.e. the full time until
a response has subsided, is relatively slow, in at least the sub-microsecond range.
This informs the applications to which gallium’s nonlinear response may be applied:
the slow response rules out high-speed electronics, but the excellent effective χ(3)
nonlinear coefficient lends itself to applications requiring high sensitivity such as
biomedical sensing, gas sensing and detection of infrared radiation.

Chapter 3

Foundational Methods and
Experiments
3.1

Thin film multilayers

The field of metamaterials has by and large turned to thin ’metasurfaces’ for the
development of the unique properties available through subwavelength structuring.
Accordingly most metamaterial structures consist of multilayers, generally with a
degree of patterning. Hence methods of depositing, structuring and modelling the
optical properties of thin film multilayers become necessary; this subsection covers
these.

3.1.1

Theory

The work with multilayer films documented in this thesis involved normal incidence
reflection from isotropic absorbing films, so this subset of thin film theory will be
the focus of this section. The following formalism can be generalised to the cases of
angled incidence and anisotropic films.
The optical properties of thin films may be calculated using a variety of
techniques which are useful in different situations. In the case of multilayer films it
is most convenient to use the transfer-matrix method.155 In this method the form
of calculation is

"

ET
FT

#

"

= M.

EI

#

FI

(3.1)

where EI and ET are the incident and transmitted electric fields and Fi = dEi /dz
for a multilayer aligned along axis z. M describes the overall effect of a series of
mutually aligned media and is related to the individual matrices defining the
properties of each medium by
M = Mn .Mn−1 . . . M2 .M1
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for n elements where M1 is the first element encountered by incident radiation and
Mn is the last. For a single homogeneous isotropic absorbing film j, Mj is defined
as follows.

"

Mj =

cos(nj kdj )

−k sin(nj kdj )

1
k

sin(nj kdj )

#

(3.3)

cos(nj kdj )

where k is the wavenumber of the incident radiation, nj = n0j + in00j is the complex
refractive index of the film and dj is the thickness of the film. This may be used
along with equation 3.2 to describe the overall properties of an arbitrary thin film
multilayer.
The intensity reflection coefficent R of a multilayer is then given by156
(M21 + knI knT M12 ) + i(knI M22 − knT M11 )
R=
(−M21 + knI knT M12 ) + i(knI M22 + knT M11 )


2

(3.4)

where nI and nT are the complex refractive indices in the incident and transmission
media. This method is highly convenient for thin films of many layers as it can be
easily evaluated using matrix software such as MATLAB. The direct calculation can
quickly become cumbersome as the number of layers increases.

3.1.2

Thin film deposition

The deposition of thin films was conducted using two differing forms of vacuum
evaporation: resistance and electron beam evaporation. These are both forms of
physical vapour deposition (PVD). The former vacuum process functions by the
simple expedient of passing a current through a tungsten crucible containing the
source material until the increasing vapour pressure of the material causes material
to be deposited, as measured by a quartz crystal microbalance. The sample
substrate is placed on a turntable above the source to ensure an even coating.
Electron beam evaporation functions equivalently but uses a high intensity electron
beam, directed into a crucible via magnetic field, to heat the source.

3.1.3

Patterning and imaging

Both patterning and sub-optical imaging are enormously facilitated through access
to a FEI company dual beam combination SEM (scanning electron microscope) and
FIB (focussed ion beam) system. The SEM component of the system enables
imaging of nanoscale objects by sequential raster scanning of the area to be imaged
(again, controlled by magnetic fields) and sampling the backscatter with a CCD.
The FIB component uses an analogous system to direct the path of gallium ions,
through which both patterning and imaging of the target are enabled. The dual
beam is limited by the fact that a conductive surface is required for processing
(necessitating deposition of metals onto dielectrics to be patterned) and because it
causes some level of contamination of samples with gallium. On the other hand, it
may pattern virtually any material efficiently, with the main limiting factor being
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that only a small area (up to 500 microns across or so) may be reasonably
patterned at a time. This particular method was chosen for the patterning due to
the short turnaround time for prototyping and inspection of the patterned
structures under SEM. Other methods such as photolithography and wet etching
require additional steps for mask preparation and process optimisation.

3.2

Characterisation

The primary characterisation tool used was microspectrophotometry. Certain
experiments used further tools and these are discussed in the relevant chapters. The
microspectrophotometer consists of a standard digital imaging optical microscope
with an additional optical element: a small mirror is positioned in the output beam
such that the vast majority of the signal goes to the imaging CCD and a small
specified component is redirected to the spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer
uses a monochromator and CCDs to determine the spectral makeup of the signal in
the chosen area. There are two CCD sensors: a standard silicon-based device that
operates in the range of 400-950 nm and an InGaAs sensor that operates across
900-2000 nm. As a result a very large frequency band may be sampled at a time.
The system takes readings with the two sensors sequentially - first silicon then
InGaAs. Readings in the overlap range of the two sensors are linearly interpolated.
Slight mismatches between readings from each sensor are common and show up as
sudden deviation across the 900-950nm spectral range.
The microscope may be set up in either transmission or reflection modes. In
both cases the sample is illuminated using a halogen bulb with a 3200 K black body
emission spectrum, with a linear polariser inserted before the condensing lens.
Reflectivity readings are calibrated to a silver mirror reference and a Vantablack
(low-reflectivity carbon nanotube ’carpet’ surface) sample zero-point. The true
reflectivity from a sample is calculated by mapping the experimental reading to a
Drude-model derived fit of the reflectivity of pure silver. Transmission readings use
an unobstructed beam as a reference and an optically thick aluminium plate in the
place of the sample as a zero-point.

3.3

FEM simulation

Unless stated otherwise, all simulations in this thesis were conducted using the
radio-frequency module of commercial finite element modelling (FEM) software
COMSOL multiphysics™. COMSOL in particular was chosen for its capacity to
simulate interconnected physical systems should the need arise. For each tested
geometry, a single ‘meta-atom’ element was constructed and periodic boundary
conditions were used to simulate an infinite array. Incident light was simulated as a
time-harmonic 1 V m−1 electric field incident normal to the interface in the desired
linear polarisation from a boundary approximately 1.2 wavelengths away from the
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surface, to separate it from the boundary for sampling transmitted power B which
must be at least one wavelength from the surface to remove the contribution of near
field effects. The reflectivity R of the various tested metamaterials was determined
by integrating the time-averaged power P passing through boundary B. This was
compared with the expected value for an unobstructed plane wave propagating
through the incident medium, depending on the refractive index of that medium n
and the area A of a single unit cell in the plane of the sample. R is given by
R=1−F

(3.5)

where F is the fractional absorbed power. The total power of the incident plane
wave is calculated from the definition of the Poynting vector:
S=

1
E×B
µ0

(3.6)

Where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. Taking the time average we
obtain:
hSi =

1
|E||B|
2µ0

(3.7)

and knowing that for a plane wave |B| = |E|/c (c is the speed of light) and that the
electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular:
hSi =

1
E2
2cµ0

(3.8)

Accounting for the area of the sample A and the increase in transmitted power due
to the refractive index n of the incident medium, the power input into the sample
area Pin is then defined as:
Pin =

An 2
E
2cµ0

(3.9)

Knowing that the electic field in the simulations is 1 V m−1 and the fractional
absorbed power F = P/Pin , we can obtain the reflectivity of the metamaterial:
R=1−

2cµ0 P
An

(3.10)

An analogous method was used when simulating 2D structures such as gratings.
Where multiple simulations of similar geometries were required, COMSOL functions
were called from scripts written in commercial scientific computing software
MATLAB. This way multiple simulations could be specified in advance, run and
presented together, greatly facilitating the process of testing and optimisation.
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deposited resonators
dielectric film
gallium bulk

(a) Absorber-type geometry

dielectric
nanoimprinted resonators
gallium bulk

(b) Nanoimprint geometry

Figure 3.1: Practical metamaterial geometries incorporating gallium.

3.4

Manufacturing methods

Two main metamaterial geometries were chosen and developed, one involving the
production of a structured gallium surface, the other a plane film, shown
diagramatically in fig. 3.1.
Absorber geometry

The trilayer absorber (fig. 3.1a) is a relatively

well-understood and flexible class of metasurface that may be conveniently
manufactured with gallium as a component. Maintaining a barrier between gallium
and other metals to be structured allows both to be usefully harnassed without the
possibility of gallium infiltrating and damaging the additional metal (see section
2.4). The gallium surface is also planar so the surface melt dynamics studied in the
past remain unperturbed.
Structured gallium The preparation of structured gallium is more challenging.
The metal would need to maintain its structure over multiple phase switching
cycles. To achieve this, the primary method used is the application of a dielectric
’mould’ to structure the liquid gallium surface and to maintain the mould’s contact
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with the gallium during characterisation, so even the otherwise unstable liquid
phase is tightly controlled. This type of manufacturing was previously deployed
successfully on gallium to produce a shallow 30 nm grating of sub-micron period,49
which forms a useful basis for investigation.

3.5

Gallium film deposition

Thin film deposition of pure gallium metal is not a routine operation and as such
there is no standard process. To determine the most effective process for this task,
several options were considered. All are ways to deposit films of varying thicknesses
onto a prepared substrate. They are all additionally suitable to the application of
gallium to a structured substrate in a ’nanoimprint’ type setup to varying degrees.
These methods are as follows:
• Thermal evaporation. This standard method uses high temperatures (around
1000K) induced by either an electron beam or electrical resistance to
evaporate a gallium sample onto the surface of interest, taking special
precautions to protect the deposition system from gallium percolation. This
method has the dual advantages of a high deposition rate relative to other
thin film deposition techniques and relatively accessible requisite hardware.
However, the resulting film quality is likely to be inferior to epitaxial
processes.
• Ultrafast PLD(pulsed laser deposition). Femtosecond pulse lasers may be
used to ablate and deposit gallium droplets on a surface in vacuum. This
method has been employed successfully by researchers at the Australian
National University in the past but is not currently accessible to this project
as that collaboration has long since ended. Nanosecond pulse PLD equipment
is available at the University of Southampton. Unfortunately, nanosecond
PLD fails to correctly deposit gallium and that equipment is hence not of use
here. Femtosecond (ultrafast) PLD, however, has the benefit of successful
prior testing and has otherwise similar advantages and disadvantages to
thermal evaporation.
• Droplet compression. This means simply the compression of a filtered liquid
gallium droplet onto a cleaned substrate surface such that it spreads across to
produce a high-quality interface. While this allows deposition at lower
temperatures and is quick, simple and conveniently low-tech, it presents some
disadvantages. Primarily, it is not possible to control the thickness of such a
layer on the relevant scale (that of the optical skin depth). Additionally,
adhesion and other film properties are highly dependent on both the
atmospheric conditions under which the deposition is performed and the
speed of droplet spread. The extent of wetting, relevant to nanoimprint
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deposition of gallium on structured surfaces, is also dependent on the level of
oxidation of the gallium’s surface. A sparse oxide layer is detremental to
wetting, as is one that is very thick.65
• Molecular beam epitaxy. This industrial PVD process is in essence a more
highly controlled implementation of thermal evaporation. This high quality
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) thin film deposition
method appears to be as yet untested for gallium, but may produce highly
repeatable results. Difficulties may arise because any such CMOS process
must be run in collaboration with an external provider and would require
specialist preparation and transport arrangements, a highly impractical
proposition. In addition, the deposition rate is much slower than other thin
film deposition methods such as thermal evaporation. Chamber
contamination and damage by gallium grain boundary penetration is also
more of a concern in such high-value equipment.
• Chemical vapour deposition. CVD is a chemical process involving the
placement of a substrate in a gaseous medium containing a volatile precursor
which disassociates at the substrate surface, hence depositing the intended
compound. The primary benefit of this process is that it may function at
lower temperatures than the other deposition methods listed here, changing
and potentially improving the quality of the deposited film.

3.5.1

Chemical vapour deposition trials

CVD of gallium was tested in collaboration with my colleague Kevin Huang of the
Soft Glass & Fibre Group, ORC, including deposition and characterisation of
properties on silica and silicon. SEM imagery and an EDX (energy dispersive
X-ray) spectrum for a sample deposited on silica may be seen in fig. 3.2, confirming
the exclusive presence of the expected elements gallium, silicon and oxygen.
Spectrometry and spectrophotometry tests implied the film was an amalgam of
gallium and gallium oxide (Ga2 O3 ). This was the result of the thin pure gallium
film reacting with oxygen after deposition due to contamination of the nitrogen
supply with H2 O. Remedial action was taken against this by my colleagues over a
long period, during which trials of other deposition methods continued, so this
method was discontinued to focus on those. Further trials with thicker deposited
films are required to gauge the effectiveness of this technique, but the results are
tentatively positive and CVD could potentially be used for deposition of pure
gallium.

3.5.2

Thermal evaporation trials

Trials of gallium deposition were run using a resistance evaporator available to the
ORC. The method was tested on various dielectric substrates:
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Figure 3.2: Left: SEM image of the CVD gallium polycrystalline film. The film
was deposited on a 200nm-SiO2 -on-Si substrate; the silica and silicon are visible as
light and dark bands at the edge of the sustrate. Right: Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy measurement of the film. Results taken by Kevin Huang of the Soft
Glass & Fibre Group, ORC.
• Borosilicate glass
• Fused quartz
• Sapphire
• Silicon nitride
Dielectrics specifically were used since both varieties of metamaterial to be tested
contain a gallium-dielectric interface. The test was initially run on all substrates at
a thickness of 440nm liquid gallium. In all cases interfaces were produced which
displayed qualitatively correct reflective properties for a metallic mirror.
Microscopy and spectroscopy analysis conducted through the dielectric substrates
revealed the liquid gallium produced a discontinuous surface, as seen in fig. 3.3.
The deposited film consisted of many separate microscale islands of liquid gallium
(of diameter up to 5 microns). The spectral reflectivity was reduced relative to that
of squeezed liquid gallium across a wide spectrum, consistent with a film consisting
of a gallium bulk with low-index dielectric inclusions . It is therefore thought that
the visible structure is the result of partial oxidation of the gallium, forming
dielectric gallium oxide Ga2 O3 . This conclusion is arrived at based on the
knowledge that glass-adhesion effects from gallium’s oxide layer can persist up to
considerable levels of vacuum64 and the knowledge that noble metals, which deposit
in the same Volmer-Weber mode and do not form oxide layer so readily, form
continuous films at much lower deposited thicknesses. This hypothesis was later
made stronger by SEM imaging; during deposition the gallium forms droplets which
may press against one another and deform when they appear to be in mutual
contact. An oxide layer preventing coalescence is the likely culprit. See section 7 for
the relevant SEM imagery.
Thermal evaporation tests were run with thicknesses of approx. 600 nm and 1.2
and 2.4 µm. Analysis of these films under the microscope revealed that the
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(a) ’Droplet compression’ liquid
gallium mirror on borosilicate glass

(b) Deposited gallium mirror (600 nm)
on borosilicate glass

(c) Deposited gallium mirror (1.2 µm)
on 200nm silicon nitride

(d) Deposited gallium mirror (2.4 µm)
on borosilicate glass

Figure 3.3: Liquid gallium mirrors produced by (a) droplet compression
application and (b-d) thermal evaporation. The images are reflection-domain, taken
of the deposited films through borosilicate glass or silicon nitride using an optical
microscope and CCD sensor. The visible ’dots’ in (a) are presumed to be
microscopic trapped air bubbles. In (b) the film can be seen to consist of many
islands of varying size and shape. The overall reflectivity of the sample is visibly
reduced relative to (a); both images were taken at identical incident light intensity
and imaging settings. (c) and (d) demonstrate the effect of deposited thickness on
the size of the microscale ’islands’ formed by the gallium. All images are taken at
the same magnification (with digital zoom applied close to the limit of the resolving
power of the microscope).
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characteristic size of the ’micro-islands’ visible on the gallium surface is strongly
dependent on the thickness of the deposition: see fig. 3.3. A 600 nm mass-thickness
film deposited on silica contains islands of up to 10 microns across, while a 1.2 µm
film contains islands up to around 30 µm across. A 2.4 µm film on glass appears
semi-continuous in nature. Based on the small variations in contact angle of gallium
against differing dielectrics56 it was not expected that choice of dielecric substrate
would significantly affect the quality of the resulting film.
Gallium has a well-known tendency to supercool (remain in liquid state below
its freezing point) and this tendency increases for gallium that is confined to small
areas and is very pure. Hence it was investigated to what extent this is the case for
these discontinuous films of high purity gallium. The 1.2 µm sample was cooled (via
use of a cryogenic control stage) to progressively low temperatures in order to
ascertain the effect of the formation of islands on temperature of freezing. The
gallium did not freeze on passing below 29.8 ◦ C, its bulk freezing point. This was
expected as a consequence of its supercooling tendency. The gallium partially froze
at −30 ◦ C with the freezing being confined to individual islands or groups, as
observed through visible-spectrum changes in reflectivity in portions of the film.
Minimal optical changes were observed down to a highly cryogenic temperature of
−165 ◦ C (108K), approaching the low-temperature limit of the cryogenic stage - see
fig. 3.4. This implies that the film is semi-continuous in nature, since groups of
neigbouring islands froze at the same time. Furthermore it implies that certain
islands were sufficiently separated that they did not freeze even at extremely
cryogenic temperatures. This observation is attributed to the very high purity of
the gallium used in the deposition - 6N or 99.9999 %. Spectra were taken
throughout the experiment, but a tendency for the film to ’wrinkle’ upon freezing,
attributed to the lower density of solid gallium relative to the liquid phase, made
spectral acquisition unreliable and hence the spectra are not presented. An increase
in this wrinkling is the only change observed below −30 ◦C.
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(a) T = 25 ◦C

(b) T = −30 ◦C

(c) T = −100 ◦C

(d) T = −165 ◦C

Figure 3.4: Partial freezing of a deposited liquid gallium mirror under a broad
temperature range. Darker areas correspond to frozen gallium. The images are
optical microscopy of a 1.2 µm gallium mirror under 50 nm silicon nitride
membrane. The images are taken of the deposited films on the underside of the
silicon nitride membrane in the reflection domain using a CCD sensor at differing
temperatures T during cryogenic thermal cycling. The images are taken at the
same position on the sample under the same lighting conditions and sensor settings
and presented with enhanced contrast for viewing convenience.
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3.6

Gallium-aluminium nanocomposite

As discussed in the opening chapters, liquid gallium may infiltrate into the bulk of
other metals via the process of grain boundary penetration (GBP). This process
was previously investigated in thin films where it was discovered that it becomes
possible to thermally switch the optical properties of the film as viewed through the
substrate. This composite may hence be used as a basis for nonlinear optics.61 I
hence undertook an experiment to recreate this observation with a more pure 6N
sample of gallium.

3.6.1

Grain boundary penetration

For this experiment I chose to observe how and whether the GBP (infiltration)
process proceeded in varying thicknesses of aluminium. Aluminium thicknesses of
20, 60, 100 and 250 nm were deposited onto silica slides by resistance evaporation.
The samples were transferred to a nitrogen atmosphere glove box. One portion of
the deposited area on each slide was prepared for infiltration by exposure of the
surface to 0.1 molar potassium hydroxide solution in order to remove its oxide layer.
After a 10 second exposure the surface was dried with a non-shedding wipe. An
approx. 0.2 ml bead of room temperature overcooled liquid gallium was then
applied to the exposed surface and contact between the film and bead was ensured
by piercing the bead with a ceramic fibre cleaver and scratching the deposited
surface under it. The subsequent evolution of the surface during infiltration was
then observed by eye.
The applied gallium infiltrated into the aluminium thin films in all cases over
the course of several hours, including the film of just 20 nm thickness, thin enough
to be semi-transparent. Hence it seems likely that gallium is capable of infiltrating
aluminium films of any thickness above the threshold required for a continuous film.
The infiltration process caused the physical cohesion of the films to reduce
significantly; the films became easily scratched by contact with soft materials and
capable of delamination from the substrate.

3.6.2

Cryogenic microspectrophotometry

In order to recreate the thermal switching seen previously I chose a sample of
gallium-aluminium nanocomposite produced by gallium infiltration of a 100 nm film
of aluminium deposited on silica, using the process described above. Infiltration of
the gallium into the aluminium was confirmed by visual inspection of the spread of
discoloration during the process. Using a Linkam THMS350V vacuum cryo stage
for thermal control, I took microspectrophotometric readings of the composite film
at intervals beginning at 25 ◦C down to −150 ◦C and up to 60 ◦C, all under vacuum.
The readings at the extremes of this range are given in fig. 3.5. The results appear
in total contrast to those in the Krasavin et al experiment,.61 In that experiment a
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Figure 3.5: Variation of spectral reflectivity of 100 nm gallium-aluminium
composite film with temperature.
reflectivity reduction of 40% was demonstrated on solidification at a wavelength of
550 nm. This solidification occurred at 3 ◦C below gallium’s melting point. It is
clear by comparison of the presented experimental spectra with this previous result
that solidification did not occur at all, despite the much larger range tested. The
small change in spectral reflectivity seen is very likely due to thermal drift of the
stage (the microspectrophotometer needed to be refocussed prior to taking each
reading) and deposition of any gases still present in the chamber onto the stage and
sample area.
Due to this unexpected result I undertook to test much lower temperatures to
find the level at which freezing actually occurs. To this end I harnessed a cyrogenic
microspectrophotometry stage with a base temperature of approx. 7 K. I thermally
cycled a newly prepared sample of 150 nm thickness up to 310 K and down to the
minimum temperature of the stage, refocusing the microspectrophotometer before
each reading was taken using the near infrared InGaAs sensor. I subsequently ran
the same process again from room temperature to 125 K at a different area of the
sample, to test the consistency of the results. The variation in spectral reflectivity
during both experiments is presented in fig. 3.6. For ease of viewing the variation is
presented at three different wavelengths. These particular wavelengths were chosen
for their exhibition of greater variation with temperature.
From mutual comparison of the results of the two experiments it appears likely
that the changes in reflectivity, which vary within around a 1% window, are not
caused by changes in structural phase but instead due to thermal motion of the
stage. This may be concluded both because the changes are small relative to the
results by Krasavin et al and because they arise at different temperatures upon
re-running the experiment.
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Figure 3.6: Variation of reflectivity of a 150 nm gallium-aluminium composite film
with temperature at three target wavelengths.
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Thus I must conclude that this sample of gallium/aluminium composite may be
supercooled to an extraordinary degree, and it appears very likely that in these
experimental conditions it is not energetically favourable for gallium to crystallise
into the solid α phase at any temperature. This is not entirely unexpected given
that gallium has previously been shown to display supercooling down to 150 K in
an analogous experiment.66 Had the experimental setup the capacity to cool below
7 K, we might have expected to see a change in reflectivity due to the
superconducting transition, but as the setup was not quite sufficient for this, no
significant change was seen down to the base temperature reached. The reason for
this is likely threefold: first, the sample of gallium used was extremely pure, which
naturally increases the capacity for supercooling. Secondly, it is well understood
that nano-confined liquid gallium has a tendency to supercool to lower
temperatures than a bulk sample. Gallium that has undergone GBP into another
metal is necessarily highly confined, such that it may remain in between grain
boundaries of that metal. Thirdly, infiltration into a very thin film will result in an
extremely small volume of gallium being present. This further reduces the
probability that sufficient impurities will be present in the gallium for solid phase
crystals to nucleate, leading to the observed behaviour. This hypothesis stands for
the time being, though further experiments are necessary to determine in what
limits solidification may begin to occur.
As an aside it is worth noting that it was possible to initiate freezing in a GBP
sample produced from a 250 nm aluminium film on silica. This was achieved by
direct immersion of the sample in liquid nitrogen for a few seconds and immediately
scratching it with a solid gallium crystal. Even this method was haphazard,
however, and required multiple attempts.

3.7

Gallium-silicon nitride bilayer

Due to both its relative simplicity of manufacture and its consistency in thermal
cycling, the ‘droplet compression’ method was chosen as the most promising
candidate for the construction of a gallium-based metamaterial. In order to
facilitate the production of a multilayer metamaterial in useful proximity to the
gallium bulk using this method, a thin (< 200 nm) silicon nitride membrane,
embedded in a window in a silicon wafer, was chosen as the surface onto which the
gallium would be deposited - see fig. 3.7.
Before metamaterial manufacture, it is desirable to first test the viability of the
technique. Hence an experimental test was performed of gallium droplet
compression application onto low-stress silicon nitride membranes of varying
thicknesses. The normal incidence reflectivity spectra of the resulting bilayer
samples were then characterised. Finally, thermal cycling of the samples was
conducted thorugh the use of a cryogenic thermal stage before obtaining new
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Figure 3.7: ’Gallium-silicon nitride bilayer’ in cross section. Thickness ’d’ of the
membrane is varied between 50 nm and 200 nm for this experiment.
spectra for the solid phase. These results were then compared with predictions
obtained using transfer-matrix method numerical modelling. The first bilayer tested
(incorporating a 100 nm silicon nitride membrane) did not survive the freezing
process due to sudden flash freezing of the gallium damaging the membrane. The
experimental method was then adapted for subsequent testing of 50 and 200 nm
thick membranes. Instead of freezing the squeezed liquid gallium while it was in
contact with the membranes, pre-frozen sqeezed samples of gallium were prepared
by pressing gallium droplets between silica slides and then freezing them using
cryogenic nitrogen vapour. Contact between the membranes and the squeezed
planes was then achieved by placing the membranes on top of the solid gallium and
allowing the temperature to slowly rise above the melting point, at which point the
transition to the liquid phase allows conformal contact with the membrane. The
results for the 50 nm and 200 nm membranes are given in figs 3.8a and 3.8b
respectively.
Several resonant dips may be seen, all characteristic of this type of simple
planar setup. Such a planar system can introduce only metal-enhanced FP type
interference resonances. For instance, given a refractive index of silicon nitride of
close to 2 in the relevant optical range,157 the 1600 nm dip in the 200 nm membrane
case corresponds approximately to a λ/4 antireflection coating. It may be noted, in
particular for the 50 nm membrane case, that the dispersion of the liquid phase
reflectivity retains a short-wavelength dip more characteristic of the solid phase
than is suggested by numerical modelling. This could be due to the presence of the
membrane affecting atomic layering within the liquid gallium surface. As discussed
in section 2.3.2, gallium’s optical contrast upon melting may relate to layering of
dimer molecules in proximity to the planar surface.40 Physical contact with the
silicon nitride membrane may disrupt this ordering to a degree, reducing the
liquid’s effective reflectivity relative to that in air. If this is so, it is possible this
effect may be harnessed to actually improve the contrast by the application of an
appropriate crystalline structure in the dielectric to optimise layering within the
surface. Disruption of atomic ordering in the surface could also account for the
smaller deviation from theoretical predictions that is seen in the solid phase case.
To determine the extent of the effect of this disruption of ordering on optical
properties, the optical constants of gallium under silicon nitride would need to be
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(a) Reflectivity for 50 nm silicon nitride membrane on gallium.
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(b) Reflectivity for 200 nm silicon nitride membrane on gallium.

Figure 3.8: Optical switching of gallium under silicon nitride films under normally
incident illumination. Solid lines are experimental data and dashed lines are
predictions; blue, upper sets are for liquid phase and green, lower sets for solid
phase gallium backplanes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Optical microscope images of liquid gallium compressed onto the
underside of a 200nm-thick membrane of silicon nitride in (a) liquid and (b)
polycrystalline solid thermodynamic phases.
investigated using ellipsometry. Unfortunately this was found to be impractical; due
to the geometry of the samples (see fig. 3.7 ) the sample area was obscured by the
silicon in which it was embedded for the purposes of the angled incidence necessary
for this technique.
One of the more arresting results obtained during this portion of investigation is
the discovery that for a membrane thickness of 200 nm, a very large
visible-spectrum switching effect may be observed: from a bright, near-colourless
mirror in liquid phase to dark green in solid phase. This is due to a large increase
in absorption at the red extreme of the visible spectrum in the solid case and may
be seen in fig. 3.9. Since the membrane has a thickness of 200 nm and a refractive
index of close to 2 across the optical range, it effectively behaves as a 3λ/4
antireflection coating within the visible spectrum, inducing the absorption
resonance seen in fig. 3.8b and thereby enabling colour switching though variation
in the depth of this resonance. Further resonances would be expected at higher
frequencies (5λ/4, 7λ/4 and so on).

3.8

Gallium-silicon nitride-gold absorber

To approach the construction of an absorber-type metamaterial, a numerical
investigation into a planar multilayer absorber with gallium as the backplane was
conducted. This simple absorber consisted of a silicon nitride membrane with liquid
gallium pressed onto one side and a thin gold film deposited onto the other via
thermal evaporation. The simulated thicknesses of the silicon nitride and gold films
were varied in order to optimise the position and depth of FP absorption resonance.
One such parameterisation test on a 200 nm membrane is shown in fig. 3.10. Two
resonance peaks may be seen for the full breadth of gold thicknesses tested; one at
approx 500 nm that varies primarily in depth and another that varies in spectral
position from around 1700 to 1000 nm with increasing gold thickness. These are
harmonics of FP resonant reflection158 and both are present for zero thicknesses of
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Figure 3.10: Numerically simulated normal incidence reflectivity spectra for a
three layer structure of liquid gallium, 200 nm of Si3 N4 and a thin gold film of
varying thickness (as labelled). Motion and evolution of absorption resonances with
changes in gold thickness are highlighted by the dashed line.
gold, but may be deepened to ’perfect’ (total) absorption resonance by application
of particular thicknesses of gold. The tendency of each resonance to vary greatly in
depth for small variations in gold thickness implies that phase change switching of
the gallium backplane may have an amplified effect on resonance depth in this case.
From fig. 3.10 the optimal gold thickness for mazimising absorption would be
between 10 and 20 nm. However it was found experimentally that gold films of
thickness below 30 nm produced on our resistance evaporator had extremely poor
film cohesion, which would lead to poor nanolithography results when the films
were patterned at a later stage. Hence the miniumum practical thickness of 30 nm
was chosen for experimentally tested films. Such gold/silicon nitride/gallium
multilayers were tested numerically and experimentally and the results may be seen
in fig. 3.11. Observe that the reflectivity contrast at the 1050 nm resonance is
greatly magnified relative to the rest of the spectrum. In addition bulk gallium’s
reflectivity contrast in air is up to 40% at 650 nm, but in experiment this sample
displays contrast of 85% at 1050 nm.
These results are promising, but only limited control of the nature of the
resonances is possible by varying gold thickness. By introducing nanolithographic
patterns to the surface much greater control may be afforded and this idea will
form the basis of the next chapter on the development of a metamaterial trilayer
absorber. Other investigated methods and findings observed in this chapter
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Figure 3.11: Simulated and experimental normal incidence reflectivity spectra for
a planar trilayer absorber consisting of 30 nm gold on 200 nm silicon nitride on a
gallium backplane. The spectra are changed significantly on thermal phase change
switching of the backplane in both simulation and experiment, notably at the 1 µm
resonance. Note also the 3λ/4 thin film antireflection resonance at 550 nm.
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underpin key components that and of subsequent experiments. The manufacture
technique for gallium/silicon nitride/gold multilayers developed here is requisite to
the experiments discussed in chapters 4 and 5 and the experiments with resistance
evaporated gallium films described here led to the implementation of templated
assembly of gallium nanoparticle films in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Optically reconfigurable gallium
phase change metamaterial
absorber
Gallium’s surface-mediated phase change nonlinearity can readily be harnessed and
resonantly enhanced in a photonic metamaterial ‘perfect absorber’. Such structures,
realized over recent years at progressively higher frequencies from the microwave159
to near-infrared1, 160 and visual domains,161 generically comprise a planar array of
sub-wavelength plasmonic metal resonators and a continuous metallic (mirror)
backplane, separated by a thin dielectric spacer - the resonant absorption frequency
being set by the relative permittivities of the constituent media, the geometry of
the nanostructured metal layer and thickness of the spacer.162 For clarity an
example of such a metamaterial by Liu, Starr, et al.163 may be seen in fig. 4.1 along
with its absorption spectra, both simulated and experimental. The figure also gives
the results of a simulation produced as a verification of the 3D FEM modelling
techniques used in this work. Subtle deviation between simulations may be
expected due to differences in meshing and the source of material data. In this case
my simulation almost exactly matches the experimental results in the paper.
Overall the comparison serves as a validation of the computational modelling
methods to be used for gallium-based metamaterial absorbers.
Incorporating a gallium backplane mirror in place of a noble metal with static
optical properties in such structures creates a mechanism for dynamically
controlling the resonant response of the plasmonic metasurface with light and
provides a platform for enhancement of the metal’s optical nonlinearity.
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Figure 4.1: Metamaterial infrared perfect absorber. (a): Schematic of the
material from above and the side, dimensions a = 2, l = 1.7, w = 0.4, t = 0.185 in
micrometres, both upper and lower Au films 100 nm thick. (b): Plan view SEM
imagery of the same. The left SEM is at the same scale as the schematic. (c)
Simulated and experimental results of experimental samples by Liu, Starr, et al
showing a normal incidence absorptivity spectrum with Lorentzian-like resonance at
6 µm infrared wavelength.163 (d) Simulated absorption spectrum for verification of
simulation methods, in agreement with the paper’s results.
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Prototyping

In order to have a starting point for optimisation, the metamaterial design was
based on Liu, Mesch, et al.,1 but replacing the MgF2 dielectric spacer with silicon
nitride and the backplane with gallium, using the squeeze method developed as
described in section 3 - see fig. 4.2. Two variations on this paradigm were
developed, based on differing thicknesses of silicon nitride spacer.
• A disc design for perfect absorption and absorption resonance switching
between 1.8 and 2 µm based on structural parameters silicon nitride
membrane thickness m = 50 nm, gold thickness t = 20 nm, period s = 380 nm
and diameter d = 255 nm. Numerically modelled and experimental results for
this material may be seen in fig. 4.3b and c.
• A disc design for absorption resonance switching at 1 µm based on a 200 nm
silicon nitride membrane and 20 nm gold film. The disc pattern was 380 nm
in period and 255 nm in diameter. Simulated and experimental results for this
material may be seen in fig. 4.3d and e.
These results emulate but do not precisely reproduce the ideal results of the
simulations. For example, the resonance at 1050 nm for the 200 nm membrane
metamaterial, while found to arise at the predicted position, was predicted to have
a many-to-one contrast ratio, but the observed contrast is only around 20 %. In
addition the 1650 nm resonance for the 50 nm membrane case displayed both
inferior depth and inferior wavelength tuning than predicted. The discrepancies
may be due to several issues, the foremost being:
• The original simulations produced prior to running the experiment were
optimised for deep absorption resonances at 1610 nm (fig. 4.3a) and 1050 nm
(fig. 4.3e). Hence any parameter variation will cause the real spectra to
diverge from these optimised cases.
• Both optimised simulations use 20 nm gold films, while the deposited
thickness in experiment is 30 nm, as previously discussed. This change is
incorporated into simulation (f) of fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.2: Disc absorber metamaterial schematic.
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(a) Simulation, 50 nm membrane metamaterial
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(b) Experiment, 50 nm membrane metamaterial
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Figure 4.3: Experimentally characterised gallium-membrane-metamaterials: SEM imagery and simulated and experimental optical reflectivity
spectra for normal incidence. Metamaterials are of the construction shown in fig. 4.2 with varying thicknesses of Si3 N4 . (a-c) correspond to a
thickness of 50 nm and (d-f) to a thickness of 200 nm. Line colours correspond to solid and liquid phases of gallium. Simulations (a) and (d) are
optimised predictions for maximum absorption and (f) introduces additional features increasing the accuracy of simulation, more accuratly
predicting experiment. The simulations display the ideal case of thin (20 nm) gold films; the experimental results use thicker real films as
discussed in section 4. The longer - wavelength (above 800 nm) absorption resonances were designed and may be tuned in wavelength. The
origins of the resonances are discussed in section 4.2.

(d) Simulation, 200 nm membrane metamaterial
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• There may have been a significant distance of surface melt into the bulk α
phase in the experimental case of a solid backplane. This change is introduced
into simulation (f) of fig. 4.3 by the addition of a 5 nm thickness of liquid
phase gallium at the surface of the bulk.
• There may have been significant extra losses due to either or both of surface
oxidation of the gallium and gallium ion implantation into the gold and
silicon nitride during FIB patterning. These may explain the reduction in
overall reflectivity seen in experiment (figs 4.3b and 4.3e) relative to
simulations (figs 4.3a and 4.3d). Unfortunately insufficient data is available to
accurately simulate the effect these issues would have.
Taking into account only the real deposited thickness of gold and an expected
5 nm surface melt in simulation as seen in fig. 4.3f, we see much better agreement
with experiment.
Based on the results in fig. 4.3 and the knowledge of a minimum practical gold
thickness of 30 nm (due to manufacturing issues at thicknesses lower than this as
discussed in section 3.7), a gold thickness of 30 nm, a silicon nitride thickness of
50 nm, a disc diameter of around 250 nm and a periodicity of around 380 nm were
chosen for subsequent study. Variation of these parameters became the basis of
optimisation for the pump-probe experiment described in section 4.3.

4.2

Resonances

Simulations highlight the existence of absorption resonances in the optical region,
which also appear in experimental data. Here, through the use of simulated maps of
physical fields, I will discuss and identify the type of the resonances in question. In
a particular variation on the structural parameters of the metamaterial (period =
380 nm, disc diameter = 255 nm, disc thickness = 20 nm, silicon nitride depth =
50 nm) four resonances may be identified as seen in fig. 4.4:
• 1600 nm absorption resonance. This arises through coupling of a localised
surface plasmon resonant mode (LSPR) within the gold disc with the gallium
surface. This LSPR is the fundamental mode of a surface plasmon standing
wave on the disc, with antinodes at the centre and either end of the disc and
a surface plasmon wavelength of approx. 275 nm. Fig. 4.4e is a local charge
density map of the metallic surfaces for this resonance.
• 650nm absorption resonance. This is the first harmonic of the LSPR mode
previously identified, as may be identified from the electric field maps of each
(compare figures 4.4b and 4.4c) with a total of five standing wave antinodes
across the diameter of the disc.
• Absorption resonances at 450 nm and 530 nm. These are simple FP-type
multiple reflection resonances, with a much lower level of coupling to the disc,
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as evidenced by the reduced levels of field confinement in fig. 4.4d. The field
maps of the two are near-identical, with subtle differences in the excited mode
on the disc visible in the surface charge density distribution. At up to two
orders of magnitude smaller than that seen in the LSPR harmonics, the
surface charge density maxima are insignificant and hence the mode is
FP-dominant.
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(a) Reflectivity spectrum.

(b) Electric field map for
resonance #1.
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frequency component).
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Figure 4.4: Simulation detail. Simulation method is as described in section 3,
with x-polarised incident wave propagating along -z. All electric field maps are for
the x component of the field Ex relative to the incident field amplitude A. Each is
an x-z cross section across the disc centre and obtained at the phase of maximum
field localisation. A single electric field map is given for the dual resonances (#3) as
the maps of the two are almost identical. Structure parameters: period = 380 nm,
disc diameter = 255 nm, disc thickness = 20 nm, silicon nitride depth = 50 nm.
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4.3

Near Infrared Pump-Probe Experiment

Following the work on understanding and optimising for various wavelengths, a near
infrared pump-probe experiment was chosen for the investigation of the
enhancement of nonlinear properties introduced by the metamaterial.

4.3.1

Design

A long-pulse pump-probe experiment operates on a simple principle: a
high-intensity pump laser is used to excite a response from an experimental sample
and a low-intensity probe laser is used to monitor changes in the surface without
itself inducing a response. To facilitate the design of a practical experiment a series
of requirements were taken into account:
• A sample design is required that provides a resonant response compatible
with pump and probe wavelengths within the 400 nm to 2 µm range.
• The periodicity of the metamaterial array must be significantly smaller than
the laser wavelengths, while being sufficiently large to be manufactured within
reasonable tolerance. The latter requirement produces a minimum periodicity
of around 200-300 nm.
• The pump wavelength should be targeted for maximum absorptivity
(A = 1 − R, R being reflectivity) at high surface melt thickness and the probe
for maximum change in reflectivity with surface melt thickness. Referring to
modelling (fig. 4.3a) there should be a resonant absorption peak at a certain
wavelength for a liquid backplane and a maximum in reflectivity contrast at a
somewhat longer wavelength due to a blue shift brought on by the phase
change.
Taking these constraints into account, readily available telecom laser wavelengths of
1310 nm (pump) and 1550 nm (probe) were chosen and the reflectivity spectra of a
simulated metamaterial were optimised for absorption and reflectivity contrast
(C = (Rmax − Rmin )/Rmin ) at these respective wavelengths. An array of
metasurfaces with variations on the simulated structural parameters were
manufactured, varying period (s) through 340, 380 and 420 nm and diameter (d)
through 205, 215, 240 and 265 nm. These were inspected via
microspectrophotometry and one with optimal characteristics was chosen (see fig.
4.5).
The reflectivity of the metamaterial was simulated in the manner described in
section 3 using the material data given in appendix A - see fig. 4.6. Let us first
consider the variation between theory and experiment for a liquid phase gallium
backplane. There is good quantitative agreement in both depth and spectral
position of the resonance. None of the parameters of the theoretical prediction were
varied to fit the experimental data; instead the structural parameters were obtained
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.5: (a) Schematic and dimensions of the metamaterial. (b) Plan-view
SEM image of 4 unit cells of the material. (c) Microspectrophotometry reflectivity
spectra for the given parameters. (d) and (e): Experimentally observed dependence
of absorption resonance wavelength on gold nano-disc diameter and array period
respectively. The lines are quadratic fits and included as a guide to the eye only.
Other dimensions are as given in (a).
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from the known deposited thickness of gold and measurement of the mean disc
diameters in SEM. In this circumstance the agreement is very good.
There is a small blue shift observed in experiment. This may be due to the
approximation of the disc as a perfect cylinder in simulation, while the real
structure has rounded edges. This would reduce the effective length of the disc
along its surface, thus reducing the wavelength of the LSPR that propagates around
it. Outside of the resonance, the maximum level of reflectivity obtained in
experiment is somewhat smaller than simulation. Here there are two contributing
factors. FIB nanolithography deposits gallium ions within the materials being
patterned (in this case gold and silicon nitride) which is known to increase optical
losses. In addition, the presence of the silicon nitride in contact with the liquid
gallium may disrupt atomic layering within the surface, somewhat reducing the
very high reflectivity understood to be produced by such layering. Disruption of
atomic order in the gallium may also account for the increase in reflectivity seen in
the solid phase in experiment relative to simulation, thus causing the
low-reflectivity α phase to behave more like the liquid. This may also explain the
considerable deviation in spectral position of the solid phase resonance relative to
the simulation; the actual position of the resonance is much closer to the liquid
phase resonance than expected, which is again consistent with the hypothesis that
disruption in atomic ordering causes the crystal to behave more like the liquid.
Combined with the fact that no fitting of theoretical parameters was done and the
expectation that rounding of the edges of the disc would blue shift the resonance,
an explanation for the considerable spectral shift between experiment and
simulation emerges. The solid phase graph in simulation should hence be
considered a limiting case in the total absence of any surface disorder / melt.
Prior studies have inferred a preferred orientation for the orthorhombic gallium
crystal at a silica interface,41, 42, 164 however, in the present case modelling shows
that variations in crystal orientation are almost inconsequential to the spectral
position or magnitude of the metasurface absorption resonance - see fig. 4.7. Due to
this and the indeterminate preferred crystalline orientation against silicon nitride
(as opposed to the previous experiments with glass), the solid phase is here
represented via a simple ‘polycrystalline’ numerical average over the complex
refractive indices for the three primary axes of α-gallium.

4.3.2

Method

The metasurface sample was mounted in a low pressure thermostatic stage (Linkam
THMS350V) at the focal plane of an inverted microscope (Nikon AR1+) - see fig.
4.8. A reflective condenser was used to minimise focal issues with the use of differing
laser wavelengths. Sample temperature T was controlled and calibrated against the
bulk melting point of gallium Tm = 29.8◦ C. Both lasers were ThorLabs ‘butterfly’
configuration single mode fibre-integrated diode lasers, with their respective beams
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Figure 4.6: Experimental and numerically simulated reflectivity spectra for the
gallium-backplane/Si3 N4 /gold-disc metasurface absorber tested in the pump-probe
experiment, for the solid [sample temperature T = 23.5◦ C] and liquid [T = 31.5◦ C]
phase states of the gallium.

Figure 4.7: Numerically calculated reflectivity spectra for the experimentally
characterised metasurface with differing gallium backplane crystalline orientations,
alongside the experimentally determined reflectivity. The axes ‘ab’, ‘bc’ and ‘ac’ are
chosen on the assumption that a third axis (generally the c-axis164 ) is considered
more likely to align perpendicular to the interface. The real alignment relative to
the metamaterial is indeterminate and possibly polycrystalline and hence numerical
averages of the refractive indices of the two surface-aligned axes are used.
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coupled into a free space beamsplitter before entering the microscope.
The two input beams were focused to concentric spots with Gaussian intensity
FWHM dimensions of 15.7 µm for the 1310 nm pump and 6.6 µm for the 1550 nm
probe, as determined by focusing onto an InGaAs CCD sensor at low intensity and
comparing the gaussian beam distribution with known pixel dimensions. The
sample location was determined with precision by switching the microscope input
to a lamp with which the sample area could be imaged on the CCD. The lamp was
then deactivated and CCD protected from the lasers via a shutter. The output
probe beam was focussed onto a high-speed InGaAs photodetector, the signal from
which was output to a digital oscilloscope. The beam intensities were determined
using known beam power determined by a free space power meter in tandem with
the known gaussian beamspot dimesions, at the peak of the gaussian distribution.
The pump intensity was controlled by coupling its laser driver to the voltage output
of a MHz signal generator.
For the duration of the experiment the probe was maintained at a fixed
continuous wave (CW) intensity of 1.0 µW µm−2 , optimising signal-to-noise ratio
while minimising direct heating by the probe laser. The pump was modulated at
500 Hz with 25% duty cycle (rise/fall times <1 µs confirmed by directly
illuminating the photodetector with the pump laser) at peak intensities up to
16.8 µW µm−2 . This maximum intensity was determined by the limited output
power of the available 1310 nm pump laser. After an initial experiment the pump
periodicity and duty cycle were selected for optimal data display such that the
pulse duration is somewhat larger than the rise time of the reflectivity and the
delay between pulses is similarly longer than the relaxation time - refer to fig. 4.9
for an illustration of this.
For a selection of fixed pump peak intensities, the time dynamics of the
metasurface’s nonlinear 1550 nm reflective response were recorded while ramping
the sample temperature, at a rate of 0.5 ◦C min−1 , from 0 to 32◦ C.

4.3.3

Results

The reflectivity dynamics at a pump intensity of 9.5 µW µm−2 may be seen in fig.
4.9a. Under pump illumination the nanoscale layer of metallic gallium at the
metal’s interface with silicon nitride grows to an effective thickness ts that increases
with light intensity and with the proximity of sample temperature T to gallium’s
bulk melting temperature Tm .41, 42 The metasurface reflectivity increases as a
result, towards a maximum intensity-dependent saturation level equal to its bulk
liquid gallium backplane reflectivity level (a relative change of over 50% [Fig. 4.9b]),
which is achieved when the excitation-enhanced surface melt layer becomes
optically thick (the skin depth of liquid gallium at 1550 nm being ∼19 nm). At
lower intensities and sample temperatures the induced reflectivity change
accumulates throughout the 500 µs duration of the pump pulse as the illuminated
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Figure 4.8: Experimental setup diagram. LP = long pass, PD = photodetector,
CCD = InGaAs imaging sensor. The symbol ∠
 denotes a NIR beam splitter.
sample area moves towards an equilibrium state balancing the effects of
light-induced heating within the skin depth of gallium, and heating via absorption
in the gold disc array against the conductive removal of heat from the skin layer
into the gallium bulk. At higher intensities and temperatures close to Tm , the
surface metallization observable as a change in 1550 nm reflectivity proceeds more
rapidly and the reflectivity level saturates within the pump pulse duration.
Relaxation time, defined as the interval between withdrawal of the pump excitation
and recovery of the photoinduced reflectivity change to below 1/e of its maximum
value, as the metallized surface layer of gallium reverts to the α-phase, increases
critically towards Tm as shown in the inset to Fig. 4.9b.
The phase transition-mediated nonlinear dependence of gallium metasurface
reflectivity on incident light intensity cannot be quantified in terms of a
conventional χ(3) nonlinear susceptibility value (as discussed in section 2.6), nor
indeed can one readily be approximated on the basis of the induced change in the
metal’s relative permittivity. However, a meaningful figure of merit γ may be
obtained by considering the induced change in reflectivity per unit of illumination
intensity:
γ=

dR/R0
dI

(4.1)

where R0 and R are the probe wavelength reflectivities at pump illumination
intensity levels of zero and I respectively. The value of γ across the tested range of
temperatures and laser intensities may be seen in fig. 4.10 for the metamaterial as
well as the silicon nitride/gallium bilayer. Results are presented for the bilayer at
the maximum intensity only as obtaining detactable reflectivity switching in the
0.5 ms experimental timeframe proved challenging at intensities significantly lower
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Figure 4.9: (a) Absolute 1550 nm reflectivity of the gallium metasurface as a
function of time during and after excitation with a 500 µs, 9.5 µW µm−2 pump
pulse at 1310 nm, for a selection of sample temperatures (as labelled) approaching
the metal’s bulk melting point. [Pump modulation frequency 500 Hz; traces
averaged over 32 cycles.] (b) Maximum induced 1550 nm reflectivity change for a
selection of 1310 nm pump intensities (as labelled) as a function of sample
temperature. The inset shows reflectivity relaxation time as a function of
temperature and pump intensity.
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Figure 4.10: Enhancement of nonlinear figure of merit γ and functional
temperature range of the metamaterial relative to a 50 nm membrane on gallium.
than this. This graph clearly expresses the enhancement of both the value of the
nonlinear figure of merit γ and the temperature range over which nonlinear effects
arise. γ reaches a peak value of 99 µm2 mW−1 (a relative reflectivity change of 38%
at an incident intensity of 3.8 µW µm−2 ) for the gallium metasurface at a
temperature of 28.8 ◦C, 1 ◦C below Tm . This should be compared with values of
17 µm2 mW−1 for a simple planar mirror interface between gallium and a 50 nm
silicon nitride membrane (obtained as part of the present study) and a value of
24 µm2 mW−1 for a planar gallium/silica interface at a wavelength of 810 nm,41
both again evaluated at T = 28.8 ◦C, Tm − 1.
It is also instructive to compare the temperature range at which significant
photonic switching is observed for the membrane only sample with that for the
complete metamaterial. The separation ∆T between the minimum temperature at
which significant (> 50% of maximum) switching is observed and the observed bulk
melting point is considerably enhanced by the metamaterial as compared to the
50 nm silicon nitride/gallium case. For the largest 16.8 µW µm−2 intensity case this
value is increased from 1.5 K for the membrane to 9.5 K for the complete
metamaterial. Hence the metamaterial enables switching at much lower
temperatures. The reasons for this enhancement are explored in chapter 5.

4.4

Conclusions

The essential contribution of this work is in the development and successful
deployment of an optically switchable photonic metasurface based on the phase
switching of gallium. The primary aim was to use metamaterial technology to
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improve the nonlinear characteristics of the gallium surface melting phenomenon,
but even in the absence of optical excitation, the metamaterial behaves as a
self-adaptive absorber with a reversible, hysteretic response to changes in ambient
thermal conditions. The developed metamaterial delivered a considerable
improvement in the effective nonlinear response of the surface, as demonstrated by
the >50% change in 1550 nm reflectivity under <20 µW µm−2 illumination at
1310 nm and significant nonlinear reflectivity up to 9.5 ◦C below the melting point.
The metamaterial-enhanced gallium surface displays a nonlinear figure of merit γ
(developed in this chapter) over fourfold higher than the case of an experimental
test of a silicon nitride/gallium bilayer structure similar to the metamaterial, which
displayed significant nonlinear properties only 1.5 ◦C below the melting point at the
same intensity. The enhancement of these properties is expected to be greater still
relative to an elemental gallium surface. These results must however be considered
with the caveat that the experiment was conducted using a single metasurface
sample, so repeatability has not been thoroughly tested. I will clarify that the
pulsed experiment was repeated cyclically at 500 Hz over the course of several days,
so repeatability with the sample that was tested is not in question.
The methods used are viable on surfaces up to scales of a few hundred microns
but if larger-scale metamaterials are desired, due to the inherent difficulty of scaling
the nanolithographic techniques used other methods must be harnessed instead.
One possibility is the use of a similar lithographic technique to that seen in the
work of Valentine,165 which may enable the same type of structures to be
manufactured on a larger scale. This highly scalable technique sees the natural
hexagonal ordering of polystyrene nanospheres at a liquid interface used as a basis
for the patterning of a regular disc structure in a metamaterial. By implementing
this process in combination with a multilayer including a thick gallium film it is
possible to construct this form of metamaterial on a large scale. Such
metamaterials could find application in sensors, saturable absorbers or reflective
spatial light modulators operated on a light-by-light control basis.

Chapter 5

Modelling gallium phase change
dynamics
For the end goal of a full description of the physics behind the metamaterials
developed in this work, an understanding of the physics of surface melting of
gallium is required. Unfortunately no complete microscopic description of the
surface melting phenomenon in the context of this or any other metal, or even of
ice, exists, but rather phenomenological models which are a useful heuristic in the
absence of an a priori understanding. This section summarises the available models
and covers methods to extend the known theory.
A theoretical understanding of premelting necessarily includes an understanding
of the melting of the bulk. Bulk melting cannot be understood exclusively by
looking at the properties of each phase individually as the process of melting is
inextricably tied up with the unique properties of the interface; the thermodynamic
requirements for melting within a bulk are very different and rarely encountered.
Bulk melting is traditionally understood using the classical theories of phase
transitions in the first and second order. First order phase transitions, of which
gallium’s melting transition is one, are characterised by a latent heat and described
as arising at a precise temperature. They are named ‘first order’ as there is a
discontinuity in the free energy of the medium in the first derivative with respect to
the thermodynamic variable being changed. This first derivative is otherwise known
as the ‘order parameter’ and is understood to correspond to the symmetry of the
system, with a value of zero corresponding to completely broken symmetry. Many
phase transitions are ‘second order’ under the same naming scheme and these are
understood using what is commonly known as Landau theory. Landau theory is
based on the idea that the free energy may be expanded using a power law in the
order parameter.166 While this is not mathematically completely sound in the case
of a first order phase transition such as the melting of a metal, Landau theory has
nevertheless been successfully extended to this case to predict the surface melting
phenomenon.167 All classical theories of phase transitions are necessarily based on
measured macroscopic thermodynamic properties and hence have limited predictive
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power and nothing to say about the functioning of each mechanism on the
molecular scale.168 There have been recent efforts toward a true molecular level
computational modelling of liquid phase nucleation in the metals copper and
aluminium.169 Using rare-event sampling techniques, the authors were able to
predict the melting of these metals from simulated point defects and dislocations,
finding that nonlocal behaviour was important for the initiation of the melting
process. Unfortunately in the absence of the necessary data to take advantage of
this or the equipment to obtain it I must rely on the classical theory. With this in
mind the next section discusses some modelling methods for surface melting.

5.1

The system to be modelled

In order to obtain an accurate model of the surface melting observed in the
previous chapter, at minimum the following effects must be taken into account:
• Interfacial reflectivity
• Laser-induced heating
• The first order phase transition
• Conductive thermal dissipation into the gallium and the glass slide beneath
See fig. 5.1 for a diagram describing this situation. It is not inaccurate to describe
the first three of these using one-dimensional models. This is due to the volume in
question being much smaller into the plane of the gallium mirror (10s of nm) than
across it; the pump beamspot FWHM is 15.7 µm and hence the model may be
viewed as semi-infinite in this axis. However, the characteristic length of thermal
diffusion d is ≈ 50 µm for polycrystalline gallium on the τ = 2 ms timescale
√
(d = χτ , χ = thermal diffusivity170 ), considerably larger than the beam spot
dimensions. Hence heat dissipation must be modelled in three dimensions to obtain
an accurate result for the timescales in question. Radiative losses are discounted as
negligible relative to conductive dissipation (due to both the high thermal
conductivity of gallium and radiative losses only being possible in the out-of-plane
direction). The gallium depth is unknown but is assumed to be in the range of at
least tens of microns. This is a result of the manufacturing method (as described
more thoroughly in section 3.7) involving mechanical squeezing of the gallium by
hand, making the thickness of the gallium under the membrane more difficult to
gauge.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the system to be modelled. The shown intensity
distribution in the metal is based on an arbitrarily chosen 10nm surface melt at a
laser wavelength of 1310nm. The vertical scale in the diagram is dependent on the
beam width (FWHM = 15.7 µm at the pump wavelength for the experiment in the
previous chapter).
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5.2

Analytic heat transfer model

Although a complete physical model of laser-induced melting is inherently nonlinear
and must be approached computationally, each of the physical processes involved
may be individually analytically modelled. By considering only laser heating and
thermal diffusion, for example, it is possible to obtain a piecewise expression for the
transient change in temperature at the interface in the absence of melting. For this I
collaborated by my colleague Dr. Vassili Fedotov who derived the following relation:
∆T (t) = ξ(t), t ≤ τ
∆T (t) = ξ(t) − ξ(t − τ ), t > τ
(
√
√ !
√
√ 

)
Ar0
λ1 k2 − λ2 k1 r0 π
L
2 k1 t
√
ξ= √
+ √
1 − erf √
arctan
λ π
r0
λl k2 + λ2 k1 2L
k1 t
(5.1)
Here A is the intensity at focus, r0 is the radius of 1/e intensity, L is the
thickness of the gallium and τ is the duration of the pulse. λ and k are the thermal
conductivity and thermal diffusivity respectively of gallium (λ1 , k1 ) and borosilicate
glass (λ2 , k2 ). Consistent with the experiment described in section 4.3, I choose a
radius r0 = 9.44 µm. The function ‘erf’ is the error function. Gallium thickness L is
treated as a free parameter due to the imprecise manufacture method as previously
discussed, though variation of this parameter has a minimal effect on the resulting
reflectivity as we shall see shortly. The pulse is taken to be a square wave of 500 µs
duration. The gallium is considered to be polycrystalline and as a result obtains an
isotropic thermal conductivity, taking the numerical average of the three axes
(a-axis = 0.406, b = 0.883 c = 0.159, polycrystal = 0.482 W m−1 K−1 ) The
expression is derived from known results in laser heating171 using the assumptions
that L  r0 , the laser fluence is applied onto a zero-thickness layer at the interface
and insignificant heat is lost via radiation. This result may be used to determine
the time-dependent temperature change at the beam focus due to application of a
pulse - see fig. 5.2. It may be determined from this plot that the vast majority of
the heat input during a pulse is dissipated before the following cycle and hence it is
valid to consider each pulse in isolation. On the basis of this model it is possible to
estimate the laser intensity threshold required to induce melting at a given
temperature, or conversely estimate the sample temperature required to induce
melting at a given laser intensity.
The predicted values may be compared with the experimental results, as
derived from the data in fig. 4.9b. Fig. 5.3a compares the predicted temperature
change at the end of a laser pulse (t = τ ) with the experimentallly determined
equivalent of the maximum difference between sample temperature and the
observed melting point for significant melting (> 50% of maximum reflectivity
change - see fig. 5.3b) to be detected. Shown are the simulated results for very
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Figure 5.2: Predicted dynamics in temperature per unit intensity due to a
square-wave pulse of 500 µs duration beginning at t = 0 and ending after a single
cycle (500 Hz repetition rate).
thick gallium (L >> d) and thin gallium of several thicknesses along with
experimental data. It is understood that α-gallium may preferentially form with
dimers aligned along the interface such that thermal conductivity (and hence also
diffusivity) perpendicular to the interface is minimised to correspond to that of the
c-axis.170 This possibility is included in the figure as values with appropriately
aligned anisotropic conductivity. From these results it may be concluded that the
model, given the known absorptivity of the metamaterial at the pump wavelength,
predicts a laser-induced temperature rise insufficient to arrive at the melting point,
anywhere between a very small 2 µm gallium thickness and the asymptotic case of a
semi-infinite domain. Taken at face value, the result would indicate that a
surprisingly small thickness of gallium is present (in the < 2 micron range). As the
real thickness is expected to be of the order of 100 to several hundred microns, this
seems unlikely. In any case, concusions based on very thin gallium should be
treated with caution as the equation assumes a gallium thickness larger than the
spot size. An alternative and more convincing explanation has been previously
posited by other authors: that the photonic excitation of metallisation in gallium is
partially non-thermal in nature.42, 109, 172, 173 The laser excitation may instead
excite the solid-liquid transition directly in a manner analogous to excitation
between electron energy levels.41, 174 This would enable the transition to liquid
phase to be photoexcited even at significantly below the melting point, consistent
with the result of this experiment. This possibility is developed in section 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Comparison of analytical and experimental results for
laser-induced temperature change prior to significant laser excitation of surface
melt. (b) Derivation of experimental values in (a) from source data, using the
experimental curve for an intensity of 3.8 µW µm−2 as an example.
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5.3

Steady state reflectivity model

By using a generalisation of the thermal model for the laser-induced temperature
rise, I prepared a model of the laser heating induced reflectivity change in the
steady state. Dr. Vassili Fedotov’s thermal model, generalised to produce the
temperature distribution including radial and depth dependence, is as follows.
r2

Ar2
∆T (t) = √0
λc π

Z t − 4k(t−t0 )+r2
0
e
0

4k (t − t0 ) + r02

e

−

z2
4k(t−t0 )

k (t − t0 )

p

dt0

(5.2)

A is the intensity at focus, c is the specific heat capacity of α-gallium, r0 is the
radius of 1/e intensity and λ and k are the thermal conductivity and thermal
diffusivity respectively of polycrystalline alpha gallium. r and z are radial and
depth positions in this cylindrically symmetric model and t is the time since
application of the pulse, which is taken as arbitrarily large in the time-independent
domain. For simplicity this model assumes a pulse of infinite duration and gallium
of semi-infinite thickness. The extent of melting of gallium is determined by finding
the volume which is above the melting point. This approximation, valid in the
time-independent regime, is based on the known temperature distribution outside a
volume heat source:
∆T =

q̇
4πkr2

(5.3)

where ∆T is the temperature change due to the presence of the heat source, q̇ is the
thermal emission power, k is thermal conductivity and r is the radial distance from
the centre of thermal emission. This equation is valid for r > rsource , the source
radius. Hence the temperature outside the heat source is determined only by the
position and local conductivity; a differing thermal conductivity introduced by
melting near to the heat source does not affect the temperature at radially greater
distances.
The reflectivity is determined from the calculated radial distribution of melt
thickness, modulated by the radial intensity distribution of the beam. This enables
the calculation of the reflectivity change due to the laser as a function of intensity
and sample temperature for the experimental conditions; the results of this
calculation may be seen alongside their experimental counterparts in figure 5.4.
Part (a) of the figure shows the experimentally determined reflectivity contrast,
defined as the percentage increase in reflectivity between the sample at no
excitation and the maximum reflectivity that arises at the end of each 500 µs pulse.
Part (b) shows the numerically determined equivalent change in the steady state
reflectivity between zero excitation and continuous irradiation. Three key
observations may be made here. First, in experiment there is a maximum
temperature level, below the melting point, above which the reflectivity contrast
begins to decrease. This is not seen in the simulation. This arises not because of a
decrease in the maximum reflectivity, but because the sample temperature is
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of experimental and simulated results for laser-induced
reflectivity contrast. (a) Experimental reflectivity contrast across temperature for
the three tested laser intensities. (b) Simulated maximum steady-state reflectivity
contrast between zero excitation and steady state excitation at the three
experimentally tested laser intensities. ∆R corresponds to the maximum change in
reflectivity at 1550 nm, R to the base reflectivity in the absence of excitation.
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sufficiently close to the melting point that the reflectivity does not have time to

return to its base level before the arrival of the following laser pulse. The second
key observation is that the maximum reflectivity contrast is significantly higher in
simulation. The contrast seen in the simulation is the result of mapping the
reflectivity variation of a simulated composite air-liquid gallium-α gallium interface
with the appropriate liquid gallium thickness 1:1 with the reflectivity contrast seen
in the reflectivity spectrum of the metamaterial at the 1550 nm probe wavelength
(fig. 4.5c in chapter 4). The laser excitation experiment showed contrast
significantly below this level. The model assumes the light arriving at the sensor is
directly proportional to that reflected from the sample. This is the case in focus,
but a localised reduction in gallium volume due to melting at the beamspot will
cause a level of lensing of the probe laser. This could affect the focus at the sensor,
reducing (or increasing) collection efficiency. This likely accounts for the
discrepancy in reflectivity contrast between steady state total melting and the
localised melting in the pump probe experiment. The final and potentially most
interesting observation is that the laser-induced changes in reflectivity are seen at
much lower temperatures in experiment than a laser-heating based Stefan problem
model would suggest. As mentioned in the previous section, it has previously been
hypothesised that this is due to a mechanism of direct light induced metallisation
that is not explicitly thermal in nature. In order to test this theory, I applied a
non-thermal reflectivity enhancement theory previously developed for gallium to the
metamaterial, as discussed in the following section.

5.4

Non-thermal light induced transition

Much of the literature describes the laser-induced reflectivity switching in gallium
as a non-thermal mechanism,42 or otherwise as induced by direct excitation of
covalent bonds within the gallium crystal in the manner of the pumping of a laser.41
This is justified through the consideration that it is observed even when the
temperature reached during laser excitation is significantly below the melting point,
hence the transition seen is not directly analogous to bulk melting. It is notable
that the result in fig. 5.3a shows experimenal observation of laser-induced melting
at temperatures significantly below the level predicted by a purely thermal
treatment, in line with this hypothesis.
One model for determining the dynamics of the metallisation of a gallium
surface is derived from laser physics.41, 174 The model consists of two components.
The first is an experimentally determined dependence of apparent melt depth
(determined from reflectivity) on laser intensity and temperature.
d = d0 + ∆ exp [−µ (Tm − T )]

(5.4)

Here d is the melt depth, d0 is the base melt depth (for low temperature and no
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Figure 5.5: Three-level diagram of excitation of a unit cell of gallium, reproduced
from the thesis of Dr. Vassili Fedotov of the ORC.170 Γ is the excitation rate due to
the laser, γm is the relaxation rate into the metastable phase and γb is the relaxation
rate into the ground state from the metastable state. τ is the excited state lifetime.

laser radiation, taken as 2 nm), ∆ and µ are fitting parameters and Tm and T are
the melting point and sample temperature respectively. The second component of
the model is a description of the excitation of gallium unit cells between states of
ground state alpha gallium, a short-lived excited antibonding state and a
metastable metallic liquid-like state in a form analogous to a three-level laser as
seen in fig. 5.5. Assuming a CW laser (and therefore the stationary regime), we
may arrive at an expression for the fraction of crystal cells within the skin depth of
gallium that are maintained in the metastable metallic state (nm /n), as derived in
the thesis of Vassili Fedotov.170
γm
Γ
nm

=
n
γb 2Γ + τ −1 + γm 1 +

Γ
γb



(5.5)

Here Γ is the excitation rate due to the laser, γm and γb are the relaxation rates
into the metastable phase from the excited state and into the ground state from the
metastable state respectively and τ is the excited state lifetime. Γ is defined by
Γ = (1 − R)

Iα
hvn

(5.6)

where R is the reflectivity coefficient of the material at the pump wavelength, α is
the absorption coefficient of alpha gallium at this wavelength, n is the number
density of α-gallium crystal cells and I and v are the intensity and frequency of
incident radiation. Using the above results the value nm /n then determines the
fitting parameter µ in equation 5.4 by way of the relation


µ = µ0 1 −

nm
.
n


(5.7)

This allows prediction of the value µ, based on relaxation and excitation rates
derived from prior data, that has produced very good experimental agreement, with
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for laser-induced
temperature change prior to significant laser excitation of surface melt for a pump
intensity of 9.5 µW µm−2 and a probe intensity of 1 µW µm−2 . The experimental
results are as given in figure 4.9b. The theoretical results are derived using
predicted reflectivity for a gallium surface in air using the transfer-matrix method,
with the reflectivity contrast normalised such that saturation occurs at the same
level as in experiment.

only the parameter γb defined by the experimental data on which the model was
originally used.41 On this basis we applied this theory to the present experiment.
Values for the constants are chosen as n = 6.5 × 1021 cm−2 , R = 17.5 (the room
temperature pump-wavelength reflectivity), α = 4 × 105 cm−1 , τ = 1 × 109 s, γm =
3.3 × 1010 s−1 , γb = 5 × 103 s−1 , ∆ = 18.4 nm and µ0 = 16.5, as in the prior work.
A useful comparison may be drawn in fig. 5.6. This figure compares the maximum
reflectivity change reached by the end of the pulse in the experimental case with the
predicted reflectivity change, applying the non-thermal melting model with the
experimental parameters.Both theoretical and experimental curves grow to a
maximum as the melt point is approached before a fast falloff to zero at the melt
point itself. However, the nature of the rise is significantly different, with the
experimental curve reaching a higher level. This is presumed to arise because the
effective intensity in this experiment (taking into account the increased absorption
of the metamaterial) is significantly higher than in the experiment on which the
model was based and hence applicability is reduced. Consistent with this
observation is that the experimental result shows signs of reaching saturation at its
apex, such that there is a flattening of reflectivity at its apex. This is due to the
melt thickness increasing to greater than the skin depth of gallium, so that an
increase in intensity will no longer increase reflectivity. The model cannot account
for this situation and instead predicts the reflectivity to asymptotically approach
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saturation as intensity tends to infinity. Hence the model appears to be more
applicable only in the considerably sub-saturation regime, defined as
∆Tmax /(Tm − T0 )  1 where ∆Tmax is the maximum change in temperature
reached at focus due to laser heating, Tm is the melting point of gallium and T0 is
the substrate temperature. It may be possible to improve the accuracy of the model
by considering that the lifetimes of the excited and metastable phases could depend
on the local temperature of the gallium. It should be noted that the increased
absorption coefficient of the metasurface relative to plane gallium is taken into
account in this model by increasing the effective absorbed intensity (I in equation
5.6) proportionally to the increase in the size of the absorption coefficient of the
metasurface relative to the plane element.

5.5

Finite element models

As it is not possible to analytically model a phase change of this complexity, the
finite element method is ideally required instead. Conceptually, there are a number
of ways to approach this, with different assumptions possible depending on the
timescale considered. As previously mentioned, the system may be modelled in one
dimension if the characteristic diffusion length d is much smaller than the beam
spot radius r. By τ = r2 /χ (τ is the characteristic timescale of the experiment, χ is
the thermal diffusivity of polycrystalline α-gallium) we can arrive at a timescale
τ  1 × 10−4 s for which this assumption is accurate. Hence on the microsecond
timescale or below, a one-dimensional model is sufficient; a 1D model has previously
been used to reproduce melting dynamics for nanosecond pulses.175 However on the
timescale of this experiment, such a treatment is not sufficient. Hence, higher
dimensionality is required.
As the system is axially symmetric about the centre of the beam, a three
dimensional model is not necessary: the system may be completely modelled as 2D
axisymmetric. There are then two possible methods of modelling the melting:
• For elements that have reached the melting point, considering each element to
be a mixture of solid and liquid gallium and defining optical properties of that
element using the Maxwell-Garnett approximation. The fraction of liquid by
volume is then defined by the heat energy that has entered the element as a
fraction of the latent heat of the element.175 This method is implemented in
the FEM software (COMSOL), but requires sub-nanometre element sizes for
the model to converge to a result. By von Neumann stability analysis this
gives a maximum timestep of ∆t = ∆x2 /(2χ) = 40 fs. Hence more than 109
iterations on a single-threaded process would be required to cover a
millisecond timescale, which would take weeks to process on available
hardware.
• Considering precisely defined regions of solid and liquid gallium with a
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moving boundary between them. This approach, a simplified version of which
is applied in the previous section, is known as solving the Stefan problem.
The assumption of a single boundary is known to be accurate at long
timescales as it is energetically favourable to minimise the surface area of the
solid-liquid interface. This method is potentially useful, but requires the
initial condition of the simulation to include a volume of liquid - it cannot
simulate the heating process prior to a melt. Using equation 5.1 as a guide,
this timescale is of the order of hundreds of microseconds, significant on the
scale of the experiment. It is possible to simulate this using the assumption
that the latent heat far exceeds the specific heat and hence the heat flow is
quasistatic, but the accuracy of this approximation (outside of a fully time
independent model such as that in the previous section) is a matter of debate.
With the above considerations, it must unfortunately be concluded that
accurate simulation of this system using currently available computational resources
appears impractical.

5.6

Cellular automaton

The non-thermal model discussed in section 5.4 is only accurately predictive for a
relatively narrow range of phenomena. In light of this and the continuing
computational intractability of full finite element models it is pertinent to consider
other possibilities. With these considerations I have been working with a visiting
researcher Dr. Liwei Zhang of Henan Polytechnic University, China, on an
extension of the non-thermal model using a cellular automaton. As a brief
introduction, a cellular automaton is a system consisting of (1) a grid of cells, each
of which is allowed to be in a set of possible states, and (2) a set of transition rules.
The rules allow the cells to transition between states during a series of discrete
timesteps. The state a given cell will transition to over a timestep depends on both
its own state and the states of its neighbours. By integrating the light-induced
metallization model (section 5.4) into a cellular automaton the phase transition is
allowed to have a more complex structure than the two domains of the original
model, constituting a more general description.
A cellular automaton lends itself well to this kind of model as it intrinsically
describes the dynamics of a set of discrete states which may be mapped to the
states of excitation of the model. The automaton is hence defined to include three
states mirroring the model’s (see fig. 5.5) with transition into the excited state
enabled by optical excitation and decay allowed from the excited state to the
metastable state and from the metastable state back to alpha-gallium. Individual
cell sizes are defined based on the (axial mean) α-gallium bravais lattice side length
of 0.55 nm.176 In order to accommodate the necessary physics, the automaton is
expanded to allow probabilistic transition - a standard cellular automaton has
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Figure 5.7: Cellular automaton during simulation of differing pulses. (a) Snapshot
of a 100 femtosecond pulse. (b) Snapshot of a 100 microsecond pulse. Blue cells
correspond to alpha gallium, yellow to excited gallium and cyan to the metastable
state. In both cases the snapshot is taken at the midpoint of the gaussian pulse.
Axis x is defined along the interface, while axis z defines distance into the bulk from
the interface at z = 0.
proscriptive immutable rules defining the required conditions for a transition, an
insufficient condition for realistic physical description. One example of this
expansion is probabilistic decay. Once the timestep τ is defined, for a cell in an
excited state the probability of decay is given by 1 − exp(−γτ ), where gamma is the
appropriate relaxation rate. Similarly, the probability of absorption of a photon
across a cell of side d and refractive index n = n0 + in00 is 1 − exp(−n00 d). A thermal
mechanism is included with the addition of a further excitation path from alpha
gallium to the metastable state directly, mirroring thermal melting. This transition
is again defined probabilistically, with the probability of transition increasing as the
number of nearest-neighbour cells in the metastable state increases. Finally an
additional rule is included to ensure that a minimum natural surface melt layer of
3 nm thickness is maintained at the interface, in line with experimental observations.
The model itself is defined as a two-dimensional slice into a 3D gallium bulk
under laser irradiation of a spatially invariant gaussian pulse. Some early tests
suggest that the model will eventually have the capacity to accurately reproduce
the reflectivity rise during and following pulses from the femtosecond to the
submillisecond regimes - see figure 5.7 for a visualisation of the automaton at the
midpoint of 100 femtosecond and 100 microsecond pulses. Note that in the case of
the 100 femtosecond pulse a large proportion of excited cells remain in the
short-lived excited state (relaxation rate γm = 3.3 × 1010 s−1 ) while at the same
point in a 100 microsecond pulse photoexcited cells have largely passed through
both this decay and the much slower decay of the metastable state (γb =
5 × 103 s−1 ) back into the ground state and the dynamics are dominated by the
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thermal mechanism governing transition from the ground state to the metastable.
Further discussion of the results so far is possible, but premature. The
transition rates, nearest neighbour interaction strengths and balance of thermal and
non-thermal contributions remain under evaluation and are subject to change. It is
hoped that a more accurate description of the thermal mechanism behind the
ground to metastable transition will allow these values to be precisely defined.

5.7

Conclusions

Gallium’s light induced reflectivity change is an interesting phenomenon that has
been the subject of considerable research. The magnitude of the effect and the
timescale over which it arises imply that both thermal and non-thermal mechanisms
are in play. Accurately modelling this system on a millisecond timescale is a hard
problem: many prior experiments have been conducted in this regime, but the
system has not yet been fully simulated. One prior simulation in the nanosecond
regime indicates a fully thermal mechanism.175 From analytical and numerical
thermal models of laser heating in the submillisecond regime it appears likely that
the system of gallium interfaced with silicon nitride in a metamaterial absorber is
only partially governed by a thermal process. It would appear that the presence of
optical radiation causes the first order phase transition of gallium melting to behave
in a manner consistent with a second-order phase transition, with the breadth of
the transition dependent on the intensity of the irradiation. This is evidenced by
metallisation arising at temperatures predicted to be several degrees below the
melting point. An initial examination of a previously developed non-thermal theory
of gallium metallisation determined the theory to be insufficient to describe the
metamaterial. Full finite element modelling of this system was investigated and
remains impractical. With the aim of modelling the system on a more reasonable
timescale, I have begun an investigation of a new non-thermal model incorporating
a cellular automaton in collaboration with a visiting colleague. The results so far
show qualitative agreement with prior experiments, but further development is
necessary to fully implement the method. The model remains under development
following my departure as that project is now entirely under the control of my
colleague.
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Chapter 6

Nanoimprint-based patterning
for phase change plasmonic
metamaterials
Prior work in the area of metamaterials produced by patterning metals with ‘bas
relief’ and ‘intaglio’ type structured surfaces has shown this type of manufacture to
be useful for control of visual spectral reflectivity - or colour177 (’Bas relief’ and
’intaglio’ refer to raising and indentation of structures relative to the surface
respectively). Designed to mimic the structural colour phenomen observed in many
biological materials,178 this type of structured surface has been suggested for
potential application in jewellery making and security, as the colour of such a
material would not degrade over time and it would be extremely difficult to produce
forgeries. If it is possible to implement this in gallium metal, the accessibility of
control of optical properties via phase switching could enable such exotic
possibilities as phase change based visualisation and ‘chamelion’-like optical
camouflage, a highly sought-after application of metamaterials.179, 180
By structuring a dielectric material surface and bringing it into contact with
liquid gallium, the nanostructure may be imposed onto the gallium surface. The
thermodynamic phase of the gallium may then be freely cycled with the dielectric in
place and the structure will be maintained throughout. Through this methodology
resonant structures may be produced which consist entirely of phase-change metals.
This chapter discusses progress toward the realisation of such a material.

6.1

Computational modelling

Several varieties of nanoimprint metamaterial were simulated numerically including
intaglio ring structures, anisotropric arrays of bas relief cuboids and square gratings.
’Bas relief’ and ’intaglio’ refer to raising and indentation of structures relative to the
surface plane respectively.
85
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Figure 6.1: ‘Intaglio’ nanoimprint gallium metamaterial. (a): Exploded
visualisation of manufacture process and dimensions of simulated metamaterial. (b):
Simulated normal incidence reflectivity for each structural phase, electric field map
at liquid phase resonance at a depth of 25nm and perceived colours in reflection at
normal incidence.

6.1.1

Intaglio ring absorber

This ring-shaped structure, produced by indentation of gallium with raised areas on
a glass surface, was designed based on previous work on similar structures in gold
by Zhang et al (which did, of course, have optical properties fixed at the point of
manufacture).177 A diagram of the unit cell (or meta-atom) of this material is
presented in fig. 6.1a. The design displays a tuneable visible band reflectivity
spectrum (and hence colour) through variation of its structural parameters. The
result shown by the simulation was a switching of the colour of the material on
phase transition to its liquid state, as can be seen in fig. 6.1b. It was assumed that
the solid phase case was purely α gallium, ignoring the likely presence of a
few-nanometre interfacial layer of surface melt. The electric field map illustrates
that the absorption is produced by a slot mode of the ring structure.181 The
theoretical colours produced by the material (as Red/Green/Blue coordinates) were
derived from simulated normal incidence reflectivity spectra as related to the
Judd-Vos modified International Committee on Illumination (CIE) 2-deg colour
matching functions (for a description of the theory behind this see Appendix B).
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Figure 6.2: ‘Bas relief’ (embossed) ‘bar’ gallium nanoimprint metamaterial;
simulated reflectivity of the metasurface in both fully α-solid and fully liquid phases
for each linear electric polarisation at normal incidence. The colours of each line
graph correspond to perceived colours in reflectivity at normal incidence. Inset: the
metamaterial unit cell. Dimensions: periodicity x 270 nm, y 140 nm, relief bar
200 × 50 × 40 nm (x,y,z).
The physical dimensions of the meta-atom are given in fig. 6.1a.

6.1.2

Anisotropic bas relief cuboid metamaterial

Further to the investigation of colour-controlled metamaterials a polarisation
dependent relief gallium metamaterial was simulated. This cuboid structure is
produced in much the same way as the ring absorber by indentation of liquid
gallium with a structured glass surface. By tuning its structural parameters it was
optimised to display four contrasting colours; one for each orthogonal linear
polarisation in the solid state and one for each polarisation in the liquid state. A
schematic of the metamaterial, its spectra in each case and the resulting perceived
reflected colour, displayed in the lines themselves, may be seen in fig. 6.2.

6.2

Grating structure proof of concept

As previously noted, an experiment was published in 2012 describing the
production of gallium diffraction gratings with sub-micron pitch and a depth of
30 nm.49 To extend this, I chose to prepare a subwavelength grating with much
greater aspect ratio. Aspect ratio is here defined as the ratio of the depth of the
grating (from peak to trough normal to the plane of the surface) to the greatest
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Figure 6.3: SEM image of exposed borosilicate grating and schematic and
reflectivity spectra (simulated and experimental) of gallium nanoimprinted grating,
taken at normal incidence and polarised parallel to the grating’s periodic axis.

width of the milled depression. Hence a grating structure was prepared in a silica
wafer with a 200 nm pitch and 300 nm depth using FIB milling.
Due to the fine pitch of the gratings, area (raster array covering a 2D domain)
based milling was impractical and hence line-based (1D array of points) milling was
used as an alternative. Due to this the standard method of calculating depth based
on area dosage and known mill rates was inapplicable and hence the precise depth
of the produced gratings is unknown; instead grating depth was estimated using
SEM imagery to be of the order of 300 nm. Using line-based milling results in a
grating with sloped walls as the ion beam has a gaussian intensity profile, resulting
in a falling off of the milled depth on either side of the line (fig. 6.3a).
To produce the gallium grating a small sample of liquid gallium was placed onto
a silica wafer substrate along with a small quantity of epoxy at the edges of the
wafer. Taking advantage of a mask aligner as an ad hoc nanoimprint system the
imprint mask in the superstrate wafer was lowered into contact with the substrate,
thus compressing the gallium such that it enters the gratings. Imagery and
reflectivity (both simulated and experimental) are given in fig. 6.3d.Grating coupled
SPP resonances are visible for both solid and liquid phase gallium in the region of λ
= 400 nm. The characteristic dual trough shape of the resonances is introduced by
tapering of the gratings in both simulation and experiment. This tapering and the
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resulting resonance splitting may or may not be desirable, depending on application.
The simulation, which was run with the gallium infiltrating 150 nm into the
gratings, appears to mirror the experimental results well, albeit showing an overall
reduced level of reflectivity. Hence the trial indicates that gallium is indeed able to
infiltrate into deep nanoscale gratings, contrary to the suggestion of standard
wetting theory: to successfully wet the gratings at all, the Young-Laplace equation
(applying the surface tension of gallium182 ≈ 700 mJ m−2 ) requires a pressure
differential of more than 14 MPa, or roughly a thousand times the pressure exterted
by an elephant’s foot. It should be noted that the macroscopic Young-Laplace
equation is expected to still be valid at the nanoscale.63 Despite the fact that our
mask aligner certainly cannot achieve this, the gallium remains in contact with the
grating walls. This appears to be the result of the oxide that naturally forms on a
gallium surface, supplying it with ’non-newtonian’ fluid properties, as previously
noted by Dickney et al.183 Further confirmation of this comes in SEM imagery of
manufactured gallium gratings discussed later in this chapter (section 6.3.2).
In accordance with the fact that solid α phase gallium may not exist in
micro-to-nanoscale droplets, it was anticipated that the solidification of gallium
within the gratings may be inhibitied. As evidenced by fig. 6.3d, this appeared not
to be the case. On the contrary, the gratings’ optical properties appeared to be
more consistent with the solid phase on the basis of numerical modelling. This may
be due to the preferential existence of other metastable phases of gallium (β, γ, δ
and so on) in confined geometries, as discussed in Soares et al.184 This may be
understood as the structuring of the dielectric surface affecting the molecular
ordering of the liquid gallium surface, which naturally forms dimer layers in
proximity to the surface.40 This may be the mechanism for gallium’s anomalously
large reflectivity contrast upon melting; if this is so then surface relief structures in
general may display more complex behaviours than numerical modelling using
static optical dispersions for solid and liquid phases may suggest.
Overall this initial test may be considered a success, but the manufacturing
method is limited to the use of monolithic solid glass wafers. As one aim of this
research was to develop methods to produce this kind of switchable surface at large
scales, it is useful to consider methodologies which may be scaled up further.

6.3

Polymer gallium nanoimprint gratings

As previously pointed out, a major objective of this project was the development of
optical metamaterials which may be produced on macroscopic scales. Nanoimprint
materials are one route to achieving this aim, as nanoimprint-type processing may
be conducted on a roll-to-roll commercial basis if used with flexible substrates.
Hence it is useful to develop a process which uses this methodology.
Liquid gallium brought into contact with a dielectric surface will, as noted in
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section 2, behave very differently depending on the level of surface oxidation of the
metal. One fascinating experiment published in 1957 demonstrated that the
capillary forces exerted on liquid gallium in a progressively evacuated container
vary dramatically as the container is evacuated: at 1 bar the liquid adheres strongly
to the walls, but in vacuum that same interaction is strongly repulsive.64 It is
understood to be due to the dramatic change in properties afforded by gallium’s
oxide layer that the metal has been shown to infiltrate nanoscale features.49 Hence
it may be presumed that a reasonable atmospheric oxygen concentration is required
for the production of nanoimprint structures. However, the early testing of
squeezed gallium samples has shown that squeezing in atmosphere produces an
interface with an inconsistent and often patchy appearance, with the apparent
quality of the surface qualitatively proportional to the speed of motion of the
droplet during squeezing. Conducting the experiments at atmospheric pressure
could also result in air pockets trapped inside the imprinted structures. Hence in
order to avoid these issues, it was decided that the squeezing process should be
tested under low pressure conditions - gallium has previously been shown to develop
an oxide layer at low pressures,64 so this was expected to function. By varying the
pressure, an optimum that balances the need for adhesion to the dielectric with
surface quality could be found.

6.3.1

Method

To attempt this, the ability to process samples in a controlled environment is
required, with control of pressure at least down to the submillibar range. This is
not possible in a glove box, so without access to a commercial system a dedicated
nanoimprint chamber of my own was required. Such a chamber was designed and
constructed, based around a 6-port vacuum cross as pictured in fig. 6.4a and b,
with ports for vision, vacuum pump connection and a single vacuum motion
feedthrough with which the imprint process is conducted. An explanatory diagram
of the process is given in fig. 6.4c. The imprint process is conducted as follows:
• The imprint mask is mounted on the sliding part of the nanoimprint assembly
(fig. 6.4c, green component) using double-sided graphite tape. A double
thickness of tape is used on one side to angle the mask such that the motion
of the liquid droplet during imprint is predictable.
• A window flange is opened and the sliding part of the assembly is attached to
the motion feedthrough.
• The gallium sample to be used is in molten state, overcooled down to room
temperature. A single droplet of gallium (approx. 3mm diameter) is placed
onto a cleanroom-prepared silica slide. The slide is placed in the substrate
holder.
• The chamber is closed and evacuation begins. The duration of evacuation is
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Figure 6.4: Nanoimprint chamber: (a) Chamber schematic, showing the KF
(Klein Flange standard) vacuum cross and key components as listed. The chamber
includes two additional windows at the front and back (not pictured). (b)
Assembled chamber (c) Imprint methodology. Once the desired pressure level is
attained, the motion feedthough is lowered until the feedthrough meets some
resistance; the chamber is evacuated. The liquid gallium is solidified by application
of a small sample of solid gallium and the removable holder (green) is lifted. The
motion feedthrough is then raised.
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timed in order to arrive at the desired pressure.
• The vacuum feedthrough is lowered until the fixed part of the imprint
assembly comes into contact with the imprint mask.
• The chamber is vented and the window flange is opened.
• A small solid gallium crystal is pressed into the now visible bead of liquid
gallium that has been expelled from between the imprint mask and the
substrate. This causes the overcooled liquid droplet, along with the gallium
remaining under the mask, to slowly solidify.
• After a minute, the sliding component is raised off the mask and removed
from the assembly. Doing this with the motion feedthrough lowered allows
the graphite tape to be removed without risking parting the mask from the
gallium.
• The vacuum feedthrough is raised and the sample removed.
• The chamber is closed and evacuated.
For the superstrate (imprint mask) I chose amorphous polyethylene

terephthalate polymer (or PET) of 0.25 mm thickness and 0.75 mm borosilicate
glass for the substrate. A series of blank runs (tests without imprint structures) of
the chamber were conducted in order to determine the ideal pressure for the
imprint procedure. As a result a pressure of 1 × 102 mbar was chosen as pressures
of 10 mbar and below often caused unwanted side effects such as premature
solidification and total expulsion of the liquid.
Imprint masks were prepared using FIB lithography and the depths determined
using an optical interferometry profiler. 25 × 25 µm grating patterns of pitch 400,
600, 800, 1200 and 1600 nm and depths 75, 120 and 600 nm were fabricated.
Linewidths were chosen as the half-periods for each grating. The nanoimprint
process was applied as above. With the gallium in solid state, the polymer
superstrate was removed and the structures imprinted onto the gallium were
inspected under SEM.

6.3.2

Results

It was expected that some of the grating cavities would be filled, but a limiting case
would exist for which the gratings were too narrow for the gallium to enter. Instead
it was found that the gallium would only enter the gratings of pitch 600 nm and
below, as may be seen in fig. 6.5. This was unexpected but was considered likely to
be due to implantation of gallium ions into the polymer during the FIB milling
process, affecting the wetting properties of gallium in the surface. Other processes
such as electron beam lithography or photolithography, which would not introduce
this issue, could be harnessed instead. However, the use of gallium ion milling had
an unexpected benefit. In the investigation of gallium nanoparticle growth through
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 6.5: Nanoimprinted gratings in solid gallium produced from masks of (a)
600 nm and (b) 1600 nm pitch, both of 600 nm depth.
physical vapour deposition (discussed in chapter 7) it was found that implantation
of a PET surface with gallium ions improves the adhesion of gallium to the surface,
as evidenced by a reduction in the wetting angle. During milling a fraction of
deposited ions will be deposited outside the desired milling area due to the gaussian
cross-section of the gallium ion beam. This effect would become more significant in
the case that the grating pitch is comparable to the FIB spot size, improving the
adhesion across the unmilled areas of the grating and improving conditions for
imprinted gallium to enter the grooves.
Prior to the above SEM investigation, reflectivity spectra of the gratings were
obtained with the PET in place, as seen in fig. 6.6. These were acquired in
transverse electric polarisation (defined as normally incident and polarised along
the periodic axis of the grating). The experimental result is significantly different
from simulation. Marked divergences include overall lower reflectivity and
resonance depth and position deviating considerably. The high-frequency
oscillations in the simulation are a finite element artefact and are not expected to
appear in experiment. It seems likely given the presence of sets of dual resonances
in both experment and simulation that they have the same physical source, though
in other respects they differ signficantly. This could be in part due to imperfect
grating quality as can be gleaned from fig. 6.5; the gratings will necessarily not
correspond precisely to the simplified simulation (of a geometry type identical to fig.
6.3) and hence the resulting spectra would be expected to differ.
The considerable overall reduction of reflectivity across a broad band is of
particular concern. The effect dominates the spectra and makes resonant features
related to the grating pitch difficult to discern, in addition to likely affecting the
characteristics of the resonances. It is theorised that this was also caused by
implantation of the PET imprint mask with gallium ions during FIB milling. To
test this theory samples of PET with varying dosage of gallium were prepared and
transmission spectra were obtained in each case. Using the assumption that the
vertical distribution of implantation into the mask is identical in each case (not
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Figure 6.6: Reflectivity spectra for nanoimprinted gratings of depth 600 nm and
varied pitch in (a) experiment and (b) simulation.
unreasonable given the distribution would be expected to show a consistent
exponential decay into the bulk) I estimated the relative extinction coefficient
introduced by the implantation and investigated the experimental variation of the
relative extinction coefficient with total gallium ion beam fluence - see fig. 6.7. The
relative extinction coefficient kr is the imaginary component of the refractive index
and is given by kr = −λ log(T /T0 )/(4πd), where λ is the wavelength, T is the
transmission coefficient for the sample, T0 is the transmission coefficient in the
absence of gallium implantation and d = 10 nm is an arbitrary coefficient. A single
relative extinction coefficient was obtained for each dosage by taking the mean
across wavelength. It may be seen that the extinction coefficient increases linearly
with dosage over the characterised range. Hence it is clear that the use of the FIB
to pattern PET is causing a linear and predictable level of optical losses. This
phenomenon is likely to extend to other dielectrics as well. Indeed, it probably
accounts for the increase in losses in a borosilicate glass / gallium grating relative
to simulation (fig. 6.3).
The issue of gallium ion implantation, while unfortunate, does not prevent
further development of the process. Many alternative patterning processes (such as
ultraviolet and electron beam lithography) are available which do not fall prey to
this issue and are indeed required to scale the imprint method up. If some level of
gallium implantation is desired to improve wetting this may be accomplished by
applying a low dose of gallium ions after patterning, thus minimising the effect
relative to what was observed here.
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Figure 6.7: Relative extinction coefficient variation as a function of FIB dosage.

6.4

Conclusions

The possibility of producing metamaterials on an industrial scale is a major
motivator in the field and a vital component to enabling real applications beyond
the lab. I have arrived at some success in the development of a scalable
manufacturing process that can produce structured metallic surfaces with
switchable optical properties. I have demonstrated a thermally switchable gallium
grating embedded in silica as a proof of concept, which showed reflective properties
reasonably consistent with expected results from simulations. I further
manufactured high aspect ratio gratings of gallium embedded in PET, though the
level of infiltration of the liquid metal into the gratings proved to be inconsistent
and experimental reflectivity spectra were hence difficult to interpret relative to
simulations.
I have developed simulations showing that a variety of other achievable
metamaterial structures can enable new optical surface properties in gallium.
Unfortunately, contamination with gallium ions during the FIB manufacturing
process presented difficulties with the characterisation of the produced structures.
By taking advantage of alternative nanolithography methods, however, it should be
possible to alleviate this.
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Chapter 7

Templated assembly of metal
nanoparticle films on polymer
substrates
Metamaterials have been inarguably successful in enabling new functionality at ever
shorter wavelengths. As a result of this success the functional frequencies of
metamaterials are approaching metals’ plasma frequencies. This has required the
construction of ever smaller features, which is now testing the limitations of the
current standard ‘top-down’ techniques. As a result the necessity of developing
‘bottom-up’ or self-assembled manufacture of nanoscale structures across large areas
is becoming apparent.185 Control of self-organisation is one route to this long-term
aim; in combination with material properties which remain useful at high
frequencies, such methods could be instrumental in driving the development of new
metamaterial functionality. The plasmonic properties of gallium are consistent into
the ultraviolet,186 enabling targeting of applications using the full breadth of the
visual spectrum. In this chapter I report a method of influencing the growth and
self-organisation of gallium nanoparticle films as a step toward achieving both of
these aims. This is particularly valuable as other self-organisation based methods,
such as colloidal self-assembly187 and self-assembly with DNA188 are held back by
their complexity and expense. Nanostructuring of substrates, by contrast, may be
achieved through cost-effective and scalable nanoimprint methodology.
My templating of gallium nanoparticle growth is produced by texturing
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates with step grating patterns via FIB
milling prior to resistance evaporation of gallium metal onto the gratings (fig. 7.1).
It should be noted that my interest in PVD of gallium onto PET films was piqued
by the work of Mr. Akihiko Ohtsu, a visiting researcher from Fujifilm corporation,
Japan, who previously investigated deposition onto such unstructured samples.
Control over particle size and positioning is most effectively achieved (for a
given mass-thickness of deposited material) when the characteristic dimensions of
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(a) Schematic diagram

(b) SEM image

Figure 7.1: Visualisation of gallium nanoparticle ordering within a step grating
structure on a PET substrate. (a) Schematic of nanoparticle formation during
evaporation, denoting the depth d and period s of the grating. (b) SEM image of
resulting self-assembled structure.
the substrate structure are comparable to the center-to-center separation of particles
that would be produced via self-organized growth on an unstructured substrate.

7.1

Gallium physical vapor deposition

On an unstructured surface, gallium films grow in the Volmer-Weber (VW) mode,
forming discrete, randomly distributed nanoparticle "islands" rather than contiguous
thin films.189, 190 This is indicative of the fact that the latent heat of evaporation
for gallium from the PET surface is less than the latent heat of evaporation from
the bulk metal - in consequence, the incident atoms adhere preferentially to the
previously deposited gallium. The physics of VW thin film growth has been
extensively studied, though typically for solid-phase deposition, i.e. substrate
temperatures below the size-effect-depressed melting points T∗m of deposited
materials, though subsequent above-T∗m annealing has been employed as a method
for the production of metallic nanoparticles.191 Gallium is peculiar in this regard:
Despite the fact that its 303 K bulk melting point is already unusually low for a
metal, size-effects on Tm are inconsequential to the present study because the very
formation of the bulk crystalline α phase is suppressed in the confined geometry of
nano/microparticles;192 Ga remains in the liquid state to cryogenic temperatures,
solidifying in one of several "metastable" crystalline forms only below ~255 K. The
mobility of Ga atoms deposited on uncooled planar substrates thus enables growing
particles to minimize the surface energy by adopting a truncated spherical shape.
This behavior is analogous to the micro/macroscopic condensation of water on
hydrophobic surfaces and may be understood in the same terms despite the
dimensional disparity of around three orders of magnitude.190 Computational
models of droplet accretion from vapor condensing on a surface as liquid193 account
for the evolution of their size and spatial distributions through consideration of
three interacting regimes: First, the nucleation and growth of static droplets via the
Brownian motion of small particles on the surface; Second, the coalescence of
droplets as a result of individual growth bringing them into mutual contact; Third,
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nucleation of new droplets in voids left by coalescence. This produces a structure of
larger droplets with a narrow distribution of sizes and many smaller droplets
dispersed in the voids between them. As deposition progresses, mean particle radius
increases linearly with time, while the surface coverage increases to a saturation
level of around 55 %, at which point the mean inter-particle spacing for the larger
sizes stabilizes. These generic models take no account of specific properties for any
particular material, beyond the assumed growth kinetics, but results are consistent
with the condensation of various vapors.

7.2

Fabrication

Grating patterns were etched into 0.25 mm thick PET substrates by focused ion
beam (FIB) milling. To prevent charging during the FIB milling process, the PET
was first coated by evaporation with ~30 nm of gold; A symmetric, nominally
rectangular grating profile was maintained over periods ranging from P = 200 to
1600 nm; Gratings each covered a 25 µm × 25 µm area and were etched to a depth
of 120 nm. (The FIB process inevitably produces lines with imperfectly vertical
sidewalls and rounded corners but these deviations from the ideal rectilinear
geometry of fig. 7.1a are ignored as they occur on lateral scales smaller than the
nanoparticle diameters.) An unpatterned reference domain of the same size was
prepared by rastering the focused ion beam over the entire area to replicate any
(sub)nanoscale surface roughness and gallium implantation introduced by the FIB
process in the grating domains. Remaining parts of the gold anti-charging layer
were then removed by wet etching (in KI/I2 , followed by sonication in isopropyl
alcohol, rinsing in deionized water and baking at 80 ◦C for 5 min) and the PET was
coated with a 250 nm mass-thickness of gallium (as measured on a quartz
microbalance) by resistance evaporation under high vacuum (~5 × 10−6 mbar) from
a source of 6N purity.
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Figure 7.2: Gallium nanoparticle growth on PET grating substrates. Scanning
electron microscope images (left) with corresponding DFT images (center) and
particle diameter histograms (right) of Ga nanoparticles (250 nm mass-thickness
deposition) grown on PET substrates patterned with symmetric, 120 nm deep
rectangular gratings of varying period (as labelled), and for reference, an
unstructured PET substrate (top row). DFT images and histograms are derived
from SEM images encompassing 8.5 × 7.4 µm sample domains, truncated sections of
which are shown; DFT images are deliberately over-saturated to reveal the diffuse
features; particle diameters <30 nm are not resolved in histogram evaluations,
where the vertical scale is the relative number density. Continued overleaf.
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Figure 7.2: Gallium nanoparticle growth on PET grating substrates (cont.)

7.3

Results

The presence of a substrate surface relief structure has a profound effect on the
distribution of gallium nanoparticles then formed, as illustrated (to the naked eye)
by the sequence of scanning electron microscope (SEM) images in the left hand
column of Fig. 7.2. This templated ordering of nanoparticle assembly was
quantitatively characterized on the basis of these images via a Fourier
decomposition: First (using the Fiji image processing package194 ), a median filter
was applied to de-speckle the SEM images, and an intensity-thresholded local
thickness algorithm was then employed to "flatten" them, compensating for the fact
that (by the nature of the secondary electron imaging process) particles located
within the slots of the grating structure appear darker than those located on the
ridges. This important correction ensures that subsequent analyses of the
nanoparticles’ in-plane positional order are not distorted by imaging artefacts
related to the out-of-plane height/depth (and aspect ratio) of substrate relief
features. Binary maps of the nanoparticles are thus produced, from which discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) images are obtained. These transforms, shown in the
center column of fig. 7.2, generally have two major components: a set of sharp
maxima arranged in a horizontal line, reflecting nanoparticle order in the direction
parallel to the grating vector (perpendicular to the lines), and a diffuse "halo"
representative of the particle distribution over all in-plane directions. As one would
expect, only the latter halo is present when the substrate is unstructured - it has a
radius corresponding to the mean center-to-center distance d0 ~320 nm between
large particles in the film, which have a bimodal size distribution (right hand
column of fig. 7.2) characteristic of the liquid-phase growth/coalescence process.193
To the naked eye, the shortest period (P = 200 nm) grating does not obviously
disrupt this random positional and bimodal size distribution. However, while the
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Figure 7.3: DFT magnitudes aligned with grating axis for gratings of depth
105nm and period 0.2 to 1.6 µm with nominal deposited gallium thickness of
250 nm. The values are scaled in the horizontal axis by the period of each grating
for simplified comparison of DFT maxima.

DFT halos are almost indistinguishable, the transform for the grating substrate
does present a pair of bright maxima on either side of the origin, indicating that
some periodic order is imposed (i.e., that there is a tendency for particles to
nucleate on the raised ridges of the grating), and the large diameter tail of the size
distribution is truncated. The larger gratings (all having periods P > d0 the mean
unstructured-substrate center-to-center particle spacing, and slot/ridge widths ≥ r0
the mean unstructured-substrate particle diameter) have a more pronounced effect
on nanoparticle distribution. At P = 400 nm, periodic order in the direction of the
grating vector is immediately apparent in the SEM image and manifested in the
DFT by axial peaks at positions corresponding to the grating period and half-period
(the former being dominant, as illustrated in fig. 7.3, which presents axial
cross-sections of DFT amplitude). The halo is also "squared off," indicating the
imposition of the periodic order along the grating slots/ridges - this points to the
emergence of some directional anisotropy in the interactions between neighboring
particles during growth, i.e., some decoupling of the nucleation and coalescence
kinetics between adjacent slots and ridges. These behaviors are even more
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t = 100 nm

t = 150 nm

t = 250 nm

Figure 7.4: Gallium nanoparticle ordering on grating structures for varying
gallium thickness. Shown are SEM images of gratings of period 600 nm and depth
120 nm (aspect ratio height:width 2:5) with varying gallium mass-thickness t. The
gratings for each image are aligned according to the shaded pattern with
unpatterned areas in light grey and milled areas in dark grey.
prominent for the 600 nm grating, which has a period very close to 2d0 . As such,
particles naturally coalesce either in a slot or on a ridge of the structure, as reflected
by the dominance of the half-period peak in the corresponding DFT cross-section of
fig. 7.3. The particle size distribution is also maximally perturbed at P = 600 nm ,
with a pronounced increase in the relative number density of larger particles having
diameters around P/2. At still larger grating periods, apparent order (as to the
naked eye from SEM images) diminishes and/or becomes more complex: The
dominance of the half-period peak in the DFT cross-section is preserved at P =
800 nm, but disappears at 1200 and 800 nm as P/2 approaches and exceeds d0 .
I have focused on a particular combination of grating etch depth (120 nm) and
gallium mass-thickness (250 nm). At lower mass-thickness d0 decreases and the
optimal positional templating is achieved by shorter period gratings (see fig. 7.4).
For a given mass-thickness of Ga, shallower gratings exert weaker control over the
positional order of particles; order is maintained by deeper gratings, but the
secondary electron image brightness/contrast mismatch between particles in slots
and on ridges becomes prohibitive to a meaningful DFT analysis. Hence, neither
the shallower nor deeper gratings are included in the full image processed study.
The effect of a surface-relief nanostructured substrate on the arrangement of
nanoparticles as they are grown may be understood through consideration of the
fact that they will seek to minimize the surface free energy. For the avoidance of
discontinuities in the contact angle (between gallium and PET - a function of the
solid/liquid/vapor interfacial free energies195 ) and/or in the truncated spherical
form of the gallium surface, particles accrete preferentially on flat areas of the
substrate, rather than wrapping over the sharp edges of the slots, even when the
change in substrate surface height (grating etch depth) is somewhat smaller than
the particle size. (The directionality of gallium deposition largely precludes
nucleation on the near-vertical sidewalls of the grating slots.) Within the confines of
this surface structural template, particle growth during PVD proceeds via the
self-organized nucleation and coalescence mechanisms described above to produce
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(a) Plan view with pattern
overlay

(b) Oblique view

Figure 7.5: Gallium nanoparticle ordering on ‘checkerboard’ type structures. (a)
Plan view SEM image with overlay depicting the milled patttern with raised and
milled areas denoted by yellow and blue respectively. (b) Oblique SEM of the same.
The pattern has a 600nm period and a depth of 120nm with a nominal gallium
thickness of 150nm.
the ordered assemblies such as in fig. 7.2. Substrate surface relief patterns may of
course be designed to produce a variety of particle arrangements (of interest for
example, for their ensemble optical/plasmonic properties) as illustrated in fig. 7.5,
where the self-organization is almost entirely suppressed by a checkerboard
substrate that imposes 2D positional and close particle size control.

7.4

Effect of the oxide layer

Gallium’s ability to form and sustain a thin (~3 nm) solid oxide surface coating,
even on the liquid under high vacuum,196 should be noted here. Such a layer is
likely to form on the nanoparticles during PVD (by reaction between the metal and
substrate-adsorbed oxygen and water vapor) and may indeed account for the
observed aspherical shape of some particles and the failure of some touching
particles to coalesce - the latter effect in particular, resulting in a surface coverage
saturation level of ~64 % somewhat higher than the 55 % expected from vapor
condensation models.193

7.5

Deposition on unstructured PET

When gallium is deposited on unstructured PET, nanoparticles with a diameter of
around 100 nm form. This dimension is considerably lower than the 250 nm film
mass-thickness. Hence the deposited nanoparticles must be stacked vertically away
from the surface. This highly anomalous behaviour may be enabled by the barrier
formed by the oxide layer. It is interesting to note that this occurs only in the case
of the unstructured substrate; any patterning results in the formation of much
larger droplets. This is understood to be caused by gallium ion implantation of the
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PET. As this passes outside the scope of templated assembly, these considerations
are explored in appendix C.

7.6

Conclusion

I have demonstrated the facility to guide nanoparticle self-organisation during PVD
film growth via substrate patterning, for the first time to the best of my knowledge.
The quality of ordering produced is strongly dependent on the relative dimensions
of the substrate patterning and typical nanoparticle size, each of which may be
precisely engineered. Optimum ordering was arrived at for gratings with a pitch
approximately double the typical interparticle spacing. As a result this
methodology may be scaled up or down considerably to meet the needs of differing
applications, particularly in view of gallium’s broad-band plasmonic properties.
The method may be extended to function with other materials by depositing onto
substrates at temperatures in excess of the evaporant melting point. Further study
could include deeper investigation of two-dimensional patterns, aperiodic structures
and hybridised substrate media for increased control of ordering. As the necessity
of production of smaller structures across larger areas becomes ever more apparent,
innovation in nanomanufacturing methods is increasingly urgent. This result may
hence prove useful as an early step into the realm of self-assembled plasmonic
structure engineering.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion
8.1

Summary

I have demonstrated for the first time the enhancement of gallium’s inherent
phase-change nonlinear reflective properties using a metasurface structure. Designed
and optimised with the aid of computational modelling of optical properties, the
metamaterial enhances this effect in gallium considerably by two experimental
metrics: First, using a nonlinear figure of merit based on reflectivity contrast and
the intensity required to excite it, an enhancement of a factor of > 4 is seen relative
to an experimental test with a similar, but unstructured, geometry. The
enhacement would be greater still relative to a plane gallium surface. Second, the
difference between the minimum temperature at which significant excitation is seen
and the melting point is enhanced by a factor > 6. These results should however be
viewed with the caveat that the experiment was conducted using a single sample
(though it was thoroughly repeated with that sample) and as such repeatability is
yet to be fully tested. The specific structure used, a ‘gap plasmon’ based trilayer
absorber type geometry, produces increased absorption of incident light at target
wavelengths. The composite surface retains these characteristics and allows
deliberate, illumination based switching of the absorption for enhanced reflectivity
contrast. The metamaterial also has the capacity to display optical properties with
a hysteretic response to ambient temperature in the absence of a pump laser.
I investigated multiple methods of modelling the phase dynamics of the gallium
component of the composite surface. The laser heating of the metamaterial
absorber was analytically modelled, predicting the threshold at which the nonlinear
effect arises using thermodynamic flow considerations only and concluding that
direct heating may be insufficient to cause the observed nonlinear effects alone and
another mechanism, such as a direct photonic excitation mechanism posited by
other authors, could contribute. I tested a previously presented photonic excitation
based model and a finite element method, concluding the former is insufficient to
describe our system while full finite element treatment is prohibitively
computationally expensive. Hence in collaboration with a colleague I begin
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development of a novel technique integrating the photoexcitation based treatment
into a cellular automaton. This method combines a previously tested excitation
model with a phenomenological model of the propagation of excited states within a
gallium surface. Subsequent to my departure, development of that model has been
left to my colleague.

I investigated a nanoimprint process based on the mechanical compression of a
liquid metal such that it will flow into indentations in an imprint mask. Despite
wetting theory predicting that the metal would be excluded from nanoscale
indentations, using a custom-built nanoimprint system I have shown for the first
time that elemental gallium may enter sub-micron pitch indentations in a polymer
with a high depth to width ratio. I gave a first demonstration of the thermal
switching of the optical properties of a nanoimprinted gallium grating in glass,
evaluating its performance by comparison with simulations. It appears to show a
favourable level of reproduction of the predicted properties, though a broad-band
slight depression of reflectivity was evident. I have shown computationally some of
the possibilities enabled by gallium nanoimprint-based phase change metamaterials,
including a colour-switching material based on indented ring slot resonators and a
metasurface that develops reflectivity of different colours depending on gallium
phase and incident radiation polarisation.

I have demonstrated, for the first time to the best of my knowledge, the use of
substrate patterning to guide the nanoscale ordering of thin films of liquid metallic
nanoparticles as they form during the process of thermal evaporation. Using
Fourier analysis and other image processing techniques I have shown that for
grating type patterns quality of ordering is maximised when the periodicity of
patterning is close to the natural interparticle spacing on an unstructured surface.
Quality of ordering is also optimised by choosing patterns of depth greater than or
equal to the natural particle radius. I further show that quite precise and consistent
ordering of both the relative position and the size of grown nanoparticles may be
obtained by introducing periodicities in both axes of the plane.

As a part of the described studies I investigated the growth mode of vapor
deposited gallium on a variety of substrates, providing new reference information
for studies of this type. I additionally tested some characteristics of deposited
gallium nanoparticles and of a gallium-aluminium composite formed by infiltration
of liquid gallium into solid gallium via grain boundary penetration. Finally I
characterised the effect of gallium ion milling on absorption in polyethylene
terephthalate plastic. Whille none of these smaller investigations was broad enough
to be considered for publication alone, the sum is nonetheless interesting.
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Outlook

Phase change based tuning of surface properties is an increasingly popular topic in
the field of metamaterials, with chalcogenide glass based phase control being behind
some of the key advances in reconfigurable metamaterials in recent years. Gallium
based reconfiguration offers a new take on this idea, introducing the possibility of
phase change switching of metallic components of a metasurface at easily accessible
temperatures, something not otherwise possible outside of extremely high or low
temperatures. This presents a notable opportunity as I have only developed a few
simple examples of this kind of metamaterial - much potential remains to be
tapped. The particular example of the switchable absorber could be applied as a
plasmonic sensor, infrared radiation sensor, temperature sensor or a saturable
absorber for (for example) a free space laser. On the other hand, any mechanism
harnessing the phase change nonlinearity of gallium (or, indeed, most phase change
mechanisms) would be required to either be explicitly environment responsive /
temperature sensing or precisely temperature controlled.
Nanoimprint manufacturing is a particularly exciting area, offering the future
promise of industrial scale production of metasurface patterns. While application of
this processing method is subject to the same caveats as other phase-change devices,
capitalising on the successes on this front could aid the goal of lower cost
fabrication of this kind. The current iteration of the manufacturing process
incorporates focussed ion beam milling, which has a side effect of doping the milled
area with gallium ions. This has a detrimental effect on the optical properties of
resulting structures. However, observations of improvements in adhesion between
gallium and structured surfaces caused by this doping show that by deliberate
control of the effect we may yet apply it in a beneficial manner. Further
experimental investigation is required before the extent to which doping may be
applied beneficially can be determined. In the meantime other nanolithography
processes not requiring the use of a gallium ion beam (such as photolithography or
electron beam lithography) may be used without compromising the optical
properties of the dilectric medium.
While full simulation of phase dynamics in a metamaterial structure is a hard
problem, there is promise in the possibility of developing a multi-state cellular
automaton model. The model has already shown some success in qualitative
reproduction of observed phenomena, including low-power millisecond pulse
excitation of melting as well as high-power femtosecond pulse excitation. A
consequence of the model’s two-dimensional nature is that it is trivial to extend to
periodic structures such as gratings and could hence be used in the characterisation
of such more complex geometries. The cellular automaton is not limited to
functioning in two dimensions and could be extended to a fully three-dimensional
treatment with the greater flexibility that provides. The next step for this work is
the phenomenological reproduction of experimental results in order to gain some
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insight into the microscopic mechanisms behind this phase change.
In my work with the deposition of gallium onto structured substrates I have
demonstrated a degee of control of the growth of metallic films, which could be very
useful for the development of bottom-up manufacturing techniques. This is to the
best of my knowledge the first example of such a mechanism. Development of this
technique to enable finer control is a promising direction for further work,
particularly if it can be shown that phase switching of optical properties is still
achievable in the resulting nanoparticle distributions. The control of growth can in
theory be applied to any substrate / evaporant combination which results in
deposition in the Volmer-Weber mode. However this must be considered in the
knowledge that any controlled nanoparticle growth cannot differ to a large extent
from the natural ordering of such nanoparticles, such as inclusion of very large
nanoparticles or large spaces between them.

8.3

Final word

Gallium based metamaterials are a wholly new area of research and I have only
scratched the surface. My study and development of these has been rewarding in
itself and has led to other discoveries related to this unusual element such as the
capacity for higher than expected levels of supercooling in nanoparticles and
gallium that has infiltrated other metals through grain boundary penetration and
the capacity for nanoparticles to align with templated structures. The opportunity
is now open to investigate these discoveries in greater depth.
Over the course of my research I have made considerable strides in the
application of gallium in tunable and switchable metamaterials. This represents a
foundation that can be built upon.
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Appendix A

Material parameters
Analytical and numerical models employed fixed values for the relative
permittivities r (= i0r + 00r ) of transparent dielectric media in the visible to NIR
wavelength range:
• Glass r = 2.25 + 0i
• Silicon nitride r = 4.00 + 0i
Complex parameters for gallium and gold tabulated below are taken from:
• Solid Ga: Kofman, et al., Phys. Rev. B 16, 5216 (1977)
• Liquid Ga: Teshev & Shebzukhov, Opt. Spectrosc. (USSR) 65, 693 (1988)
• Gold: Palik, “Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids” (1998)
Table A.1: Relative permittivites of liquid and solid α-phase crystalline gallium
Liquid gallium

Solid α-crystalline gallium

λ (nm)

Isotropic
0r

00r

a-axis
0r

00r

b-axis
0r

00r

c-axis
0r

00r

442.75
459.3
475.85
492.4
508.95
525.5
542.04
558.6
575.15
591.7
608.25
624.8
641.35
657.9
674.45
691

-30.201
-31.864
-33.54
-35.256
-36.983
-38.725
-40.484
-42.255
-44.036
-45.828
-47.625
-49.43
-51.238
-53.047
-54.858
-56.667

9.326
10.295
11.298
12.335
13.405
14.508
15.643
16.80
18.009
19.239
20.498
21.79
23.112
24.463
25.844
27.253

-5.508
-6.166
-6.931
-7.653
-8.327
-8.913
-9.391
-9.657
-9.666
-9.468
-9.217
-9.0591
-8.958
-8.887
-8.852
-8.843

2.175
2.45
2.770
3.296
4.057
5.004
6.177
7.139
8.027
8.827
9.527
10.128
10.663
11.202
11.761
12.295

-4.578
-5.08
-5.692
-6.194
-6.577
-6.796
-6.825
-6.86
-6.761
-6.581
-6.484
-6.613
-6.898
-7.243
-7.655
-8.153

2.175
2.478
2.866
3.394
4.101
4.717
5.182
5.471
5.575
5.525
5.456
5.487
5.568
5.668
5.79
5.924

-3.681
-4.155
-4.65
-5.118
-5.583
-5.879
-5.921
-5.799
-5.679
-5.514
-5.351
-5.243
-5.185
-5.165
-5.185
-5.243

2.172
2.468
2.834
3.357
4.094
4.815
5.378
5.849
6.483
7.177
7.825
8.314
8.682
9.006
9.293
9.528
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Table A.1: Relative permittivites of liquid and solid α-phase crystalline gallium
Liquid gallium

Solid α-crystalline gallium

λ (nm)

Isotropic
0r

00r

a-axis
0r

00r

b-axis
0r

00r

c-axis
0r

00r

707.55
724.1
740.65
757.2
773.75
790.3
806.85
823.4
839.95
856.5
873.05
889.6
906.15
922.7
939.25
955.8
972.35
988.9
1005.45
1022
1038.55
1055.0
1071.65
1088.2
1104.75
1121.3
1137.85
1154.4
1170.95
1187.5
1204.05
1220.6
1237.15
1253.7
1270.25
1286.8
1303.35
1319.9
1336.45
1353
1369.55
1386.1
1402.65
1419.2
1435.75

-58.472
-60.276
-62.073
-63.865
-65.647
-67.421
-69.186
-70.94
-72.682
-74.411
-76.126
-77.828
-79.515
-81.186
-82.841
-84.481
-86.105
-87.710
-89.3
-90.872
-92.426
-93.963
-95.481
-96.984
-98.468
-99.935
-101.385
-102.818
-104.233
-105.632
-107.015
-108.382
-109.733
-111.069
-112.39
-113.697
-114.989
-116.268
-117.534
-118.786
-120.027
-121.256
-122.473
-123.68
-124.876

28.692
30.16
31.656
33.179
34.731
36.31
37.917
39.551
41.210
42.898
44.611
46.35
48.115
49.905
51.722
53.563
55.429
57.319
59.234
61.173
63.137
65.125
67.135
69.17
71.227
73.307
75.41
77.536
79.683
81.853
84.046
86.259
88.494
90.75
93.027
95.325
97.643
99.981
102.341
104.719
107.116
109.533
111.969
114.424
116.897

-8.846
-8.849
-8.881
-8.932
-8.989
-9.04
-9.069
-9.073
-9.077
-9.073
-9.0591
-9.032
-8.997
-8.955
-8.906
-8.846
-8.781
-8.708
-8.627
-8.54
-8.445
-8.346
-8.243
-8.141
-8.041
-7.935
-7.825
-7.703
-7.565
-7.411
-7.233
-7.041
-6.849
-6.63
-6.368
-6.065
-5.71
-5.294
-4.887
-4.434
-4.004
-3.645
-3.306
-3.056
-2.881

12.827
13.377
13.932
14.487
15.038
15.58
16.106
16.612
17.100
17.577
18.044
18.504
18.952
19.39
19.815
20.227
20.618
20.993
21.356
21.715
22.071
22.43
22.797
23.173
23.554
23.935
24.311
24.678
25.030
25.364
25.672
25.965
26.257
26.52
26.728
26.882
26.981
27.018
27.015
26.962
26.867
26.741
26.577
26.375
26.123

-8.665
-9.137
-9.637
-10.164
-10.702
-11.239
-11.758
-12.250
-12.733
-13.211
-13.69
-14.173
-14.654
-15.133
-15.616
-16.103
-16.588
-17.071
-17.556
-18.044
-18.533
-19.029
-19.53
-20.033
-20.536
-21.04
-21.544
-22.047
-22.551
-23.053
-23.555
-24.045
-24.516
-25.001
-25.513
-26.055
-26.624
-27.227
-27.850
-28.528
-29.21
-29.852
-30.481
-31.118
-31.754

6.078
6.254
6.463
6.695
6.947
7.211
7.477
7.751
8.047
8.355
8.666
8.97
9.282
9.599
9.916
10.236
10.558
10.885
11.213
11.541
11.868
12.192
12.512
12.827
13.141
13.452
13.762
14.072
14.383
14.695
15.01
15.325
15.639
15.955
16.257
16.556
16.853
17.143
17.452
17.786
18.125
18.459
18.8
19.134
19.46

-5.31
-5.367
-5.45
-5.55
-5.647
-5.725
-5.761
-5.75
-5.711
-5.639
-5.532
-5.384
-5.198
-4.985
-4.762
-4.525
-4.256
-3.96
-3.648
-3.329
-3.011
-2.702
-2.415
-2.143
-1.883
-1.63
-1.377
-1.121
-0.854
-0.574
-0.272
0.0437
0.342
0.614
0.867
1.092
1.265
1.388
1.522
1.675
1.823
1.951
2.068
2.181
2.293

9.793
10.138
10.518
10.925
11.359
11.822
12.313
12.839
13.407
13.995
14.575
15.123
15.657
16.170
16.652
17.099
17.510
17.893
18.245
18.571
18.876
19.161
19.431
19.673
19.891
20.085
20.256
20.407
20.539
20.655
20.757
20.849
20.934
21.010
21.083
21.148
21.201
21.244
21.285
21.327
21.361
21.371
21.37
21.382
21.417
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Table A.1: Relative permittivites of liquid and solid α-phase crystalline gallium
Liquid gallium

Solid α-crystalline gallium

λ (nm)

Isotropic
0r

00r

a-axis
0r

00r

b-axis
0r

00r

c-axis
0r

00r

1452.3
1468.85
1485.4
1501.95
1518.5
1535.05
1551.6
1568.15
1584.7
1601.25
1617.8
1634.35
1650.9
1667.45
1684
1700.55
1717.1
1733.65
1750.2
1766.75
1783.3
1799.85
1816.4
1832.95
1849.5
1866.05
1882.6
1899.15
1915.7
1932.25
1948.8
1965.35
1981.9
1998.45
2015

-126.063
-127.24
-128.408
-129.568
-130.72
-131.864
-133.002
-134.133
-135.257
-136.376
-137.49
-138.598
-139.703
-140.803
-141.899
-142.991
-144.08
-145.166
-146.249
-147.329
-148.407
-149.483
-150.556
-151.628
-152.698
-153.765
-154.831
-155.896
-156.959
-158.021
-159.08
-160.138
-161.194
-162.247
-163.3

119.387
121.896
124.422
126.965
129.525
132.101
134.694
137.301
139.925
142.563
145.216
147.883
150.563
153.257
155.962
158.682
161.413
164.155
166.907
169.670
172.444
175.226
178.018
180.817
183.625
186.438
189.261
192.087
194.920
197.759
200.602
203.449
206.299
209.152
212.008

-2.774
-2.754
-2.821
-2.948
-3.115
-3.351
-3.617
-3.919
-4.259
-4.602
-4.942
-5.3
-5.695
-6.132
-6.597
-7.083
-7.610
-8.16
-8.71
-9.243
-9.803
-10.354
-10.875
-11.375
-11.873
-12.391
-12.946
-13.52
-14.119
-14.755
-15.437
-16.157
-16.914
-17.711
-18.552

25.84
25.529
25.164
24.794
24.459
24.129
23.804
23.489
23.178
22.87
22.557
22.247
21.949
21.645
21.346
21.074
20.815
20.57
20.346
20.14
19.946
19.777
19.64
19.53
19.443
19.375
19.321
19.285
19.268
19.268
19.283
19.318
19.368
19.434
19.516

-32.393
-33.044
-33.692
-34.353
-35.036
-35.747
-36.463
-37.185
-37.914
-38.645
-39.390
-40.14
-40.872
-41.581
-42.282
-42.996
-43.712
-44.433
-45.161
-45.908
-46.664
-47.408
-48.127
-48.826
-49.515
-50.2
-50.884
-51.558
-52.233
-52.917
-53.624
-54.338
-55.061
-55.792
-56.535

19.785
20.106
20.414
20.728
21.073
21.43
21.806
22.212
22.638
23.07
23.523
23.987
24.437
24.873
25.306
25.742
26.173
26.605
27.042
27.48
27.917
28.369
28.838
29.321
29.812
30.303
30.789
31.277
31.766
32.256
32.741
33.228
33.713
34.198
34.680

2.399
2.502
2.6
2.687
2.753
2.798
2.835
2.874
2.907
2.929
2.938
2.935
2.921
2.887
2.851
2.834
2.827
2.823
2.812
2.794
2.770
2.742
2.705
2.661
2.613
2.560
2.503
2.439
2.37
2.297
2.218
2.137
2.051
1.96
1.864

21.452
21.468
21.466
21.471
21.510
21.59
21.654
21.669
21.664
21.673
21.699
21.73
21.763
21.798
21.835
21.867
21.9
21.928
21.946
21.956
21.959
21.962
21.961
21.955
21.95
21.951
21.962
21.98
22.001
22.023
22.044
22.067
22.091
22.118
22.146

Table A.2: Relative permittivity of gold
λ (nm)

0r

00r

188
192
195
199
203

0.2271
0.2952
0.2925
0.2039
0.1382

3.0413
3.1758
3.2857
3.3277
3.3968
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207
212
216
221
226
231
237
243
249.
255
262
269
276
284
292
301
311
320
332
343
354
368
382
397
413
431
451
471
496
521
549
582
617
660
705
756
821
892
984
1090
1220
1390
1610
1940

-0.0104
-0.1325
-0.2338
-0.3463
-0.4155
-0.551
-0.6169
-0.7445
-0.8913
-1.0804
-1.2365
-1.3464
-1.3665
-1.3323
-1.3068
-1.2274
-1.2425
-1.2308
-1.3553
-1.3102
-1.232
-1.4006
-1.6049
-1.6494
-1.7022
-1.6922
-1.759
-1.7027
-2.2783
-3.9462
-5.8421
-8.1127
-10.6619
-13.6482
-16.8177
-20.6102
-25.8113
-32.0407
-40.2741
-51.0496
-66.2185
-90.4265
-125.3505
-189.042

3.3904
3.51
3.6062
3.7102
3.8252
3.8922
4.055
4.1633
4.3384
4.4901
4.7223
4.9763
5.2824
5.4949
5.5964
5.7803
5.7926
5.8458
5.5737
5.5382
5.597
5.6092
5.6444
5.7389
5.7174
5.6492
5.2826
4.8444
3.8126
2.5804
2.1113
1.6605
1.3742
1.0352
1.0668
1.2718
1.6266
1.9254
2.794
3.861
5.7015
8.1863
12.5552
25.3552

Appendix B

Method for the derivation of
perceived colour from
reflectance spectra
For certain experimental and numerical simulation setups it is impossible to directly
obtain the colour of a sample. Therefore, where RGB colour data is needed, it is
necessary to derive it from measured spectrum data. A method for doing this using
the CIE XYZ colour space standard197 is described here in step-by-step format.
1. A spectral power distribution of the sample is obtained. For the purposes of
this demonstration normal incidence reflectivity data for Au is utilised (data
extracted from198 ).
2. To obtain a realistic visible colour, real lighting conditions must be defined.
The spectrum is hence modulated by the emission spectrum of a black body
’lamp’ by simple multiplication (fig. B.1). Here a 5600k photographic
standard black body spectrum is used.
3. The resultant spectrum is in turn used to modulate the CIE XYZ spectra (fig.
B.2). Steps 2 and 3 are described in alternate equation format in eqs. B.1
through B.3.
4. The total of each of each curve is integrated to obtain the values X, Y and Z.
5. A matrix transformation is used to convert the XYZ values into more readily
utilised RGB values using Eq. B.4. Fig. B.3 shows the obtained RGB colour
for the Au spectrum.
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Figure B.1: Modulation of Au spectrum (left) with black body spectrum (centre)
to produce lit Au spectrum.
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Figure B.2: Modulation of CIE XYZ standard spectra (left) with lit Au spectrum
(centre) to produce lit Au XYZ spectra.
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Figure B.3: RGB colour for gold reflectivity at normal incidence under 5600K
standard photographic lighting. Red, green and blue values portrayed are 255, 195
and 102 respectively.
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Appendix C

Effect of prior FIB milling of a
PET substrate on thermal
evaporation of gallium
One planned manufacturing process required the FIB milling of a PET
(polyethylene terephthalate) substrate before thermal evaporation of gallium onto
that substrate. During the FIB manufacturing process, the surface is roughened
and gallium ions are implanted into the substrate. Hence, trials were conducted
into the possible effects of this on the subsequently deposited gallium films, with
interesting results. A sample of 0.25 mm thick biaxially oriented PET was prepared
for FIB millling by deposition of a thin 20 nm layer of gold. An array of 30 × 30 µm
squares was milled with exponentially increasing FIB dosages from 0.41 up to
20 mC cm−2 . The gold layer was then chemically etched away and a 250 nm
mass-thickness of gallium was deposited onto the surface via thermal evaporation.
Fig. C.1 shows in a series of selected SEM images of these areas how the
perturbation varies across two orders of magnitude of gallium ion dosage.
The distribution of nanoparticles goes through three regimes in the range tested:
• At zero dosage as already noted the nanoparticles may grow in vertical stacks,
which is to the best of the author’s knowledge a form of nanoparticle growth
not previously seen. Until such a time as a more thorough treatment of this
phenomenon is brought, I must conclude that this is caused by oxidation of
nanoparticle surfaces enabling separate growth of nanoparticles that appear
to be in mutual contact.
• Low-level dosage (0.41 mC cm−2 ) results in a patchwork of regions with a
small incidence of vertical stacking still observed. Based on the favourable
comparison of our films with computational studies of the growth of deposited
films of liquids, it would appear that our films are in liquid state. If this is the
case, the interlocking patchwork is a very unexpected mode of deposition:
given the very high surface tension of liquid gallium, highly regular spheres
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(a) Zero dosage

(b) 0.41 mC cm−2

(c) 1.08 mC cm−2

(d) 1.5 mC cm−2

(e) 2.86 mC cm−2

(f) 5.4 mC cm−2

(g) 10.4 mC cm−2

(h) 20 mC cm−2

Figure C.1: Distribution of nanoparticles grown on PET with varying prior FIB
gallium ion dosage: SEM imagery.
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would be expected. The unusual surface properties introduced by gallium’s
oxide layer have previously explained the ability of the liquid element to enter
sub-microscale grating structures with minimal pressure,49 a situation that
would be expected to require a pressure differential of several atmospheres
across the gallium surface, based on a Young-Laplace treatment which is
expected to be valid in the nanoscale regime.63 It is presumed that this
phenomenon is behind the unusual structures observed.
• Dosages sigificantly in excess of 1 mC cm−2 cause the nano-regions to begin to
separate into islands with a greater tendency towards spherical particles. This
tendency stabilises with highly spherical particles at around 10 mC cm−2 and
does not appear to change beyond this point.
Without a detailed theoretical treatment it is not possible to be sure whether
the observed phenomena are caused by surface roughening, ion implantation or
both. Despite this, the significance of the effect is not in question and it must be
taken into account in experiments requiring this combination of processes. Hence
for the experiments discussed in chapter 7 involving these processes it was decided
that areas otherwise not intended for structuring would receive a low 2.5 mC cm−2
dosage in order to normalise surface properties across both milled and unmilled
areas.
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